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Thailand 7 MICE Magnificent Themes 2020 is the third phase of
the project in which Thailand Convention and Exhibition Bureau
(Public Organization) or TCEB has realized that there is a demand for
new MICE products among business operators and MICE travellers
whose behaviors have shifted. Thus, TCEB has continued this project
to seek and develop new MICE products in 7 categories with the
highest demands to cater to the MICE market in Thailand and abroad.
In the 2020 fiscal year, TCEB sought new MICE products and
venues in MICE cities and other cities with potential, totaling 11
cities: Bangkok, Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya, Chiang Mai, Phitsanulok,
Sukhothai, Khon Kaen, Nakhon Ratchasima, Pattaya, Chanthaburi,
Phuket, and Surat Thani. We truly believe this project will contribute
to strengthening the MICE ecosystem while providing new ideas for
event organizers who are looking for creative activities along the MICE
route to offer a learning experience and a memorable journey for
MICE travellers. Moreover, the project is expected to help drive growth
for the local economy as well as reinforce that Thailand is a MICE
destination with readiness equal to other MICE cities around the world.
These activities and venues from the 7 themes of Thailand 7 MICE
Magnificent Themes 2020 will inspire event organizers to mix and
match fun and joyful ideas for MICE travellers.
Welcome to a world of creative ideas along the MICE route. Are
you ready to join us in developing the MICE industry?
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Fascinating History and
Culture

Ideas for Creative MICE Activities

Thailand caters to all ranges of MICE preferences
so we offer colorful activities under the 7 MICE
Magnificent Themes.

When the words ‘history’ and ‘culture’
comes together, it means visiting historical attractions which offer sentimental
value for the later generations. This
theme will help promoting cultural
activities for MICE travelers to learn
about the local culture so that they
understand our way of life, economy,
society, values and traditions.
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Exhilarating Adventures

Treasured Team Building

Adventure travel is a type of tourism
with extraordinary surroundings and
having two out of these three factors:
offering vigorous activities, offering
natural surroundings, or offering a
chance to immerse in the culture
with locals.

The meaning of Team Building is to
create harmony in a group through
creative activities with the objectives
for improving internal relationship,
practicing problem solving skills and
enhancing the ability of the group to
work better together.
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CSR and Green Meetings

Beach Bliss
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CSR and Green meetings often go
hand in hand, as corporate social
responsibility means businesses
must operate with social accountability.
Meanwhile, green meetings are MICE
activities that have the least effect
on the environment and create long
lasting positive impact on local
communities.

Lavish Luxury

In this case, luxury means more than
mere monetary value, as this type of
event is aimed at creating exclusive
experiences, often customized for
the group, and offering a special
opportunity for attendees to enjoy
the unique experience which money
cannot buy.

Beach activities are typically held on
the beach, in the sea, or on islands.
As Thailand is well-known for stunning
white sand beach and crystal clear
sea water, beach activities can offer
your group one-of-a-kind of sea
sand sun MICE experiences.

Culinary Journeys

Thai cuisine is one of the world’s
favorite and represents an important
aspect of Thai culture. Culinary journey
offer experiences related to gastronomy
activities. This theme presents Thai
food as the main focus which can offer
a wonderful culinary experiences for
MICE travelers.
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Craft and
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the way
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Chiang Mai

Princess Sirindhorn AstroPark

This new landmark which is located near the city of Chiang Mai
is Princess Sirindhorn AstroPark which features an astronomy
research and services center as well as interactive astronomy
exhibitions to educate and entertain visitors. The park’s highlight
is the full-dome 17-meter diameter digital planetarium where
visitors can enjoy viewing virtual stars. The planetarium also
offers a unique venue for meetings in this modern dome
structure.
MICE Activities

Learn about the 		
relationship between
the Thai way of life 		
and the stars
Discover the universe
through the full-dome
digital planetarium
Learn about 		
astronomy in the 19 		
learning zones
View the stars through
a telescope
Tour the advanced 		
mechatronics 		
astronomy laboratory
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 160 pax
Suitable for
M and I
Meetings can
be held at the
planetarium

Nearby Attractions

700-year Sports
Complex
Chiang Mai
International
Convention and
Exhibition Centre
Huay Tueng Thao
Reservoir
King Pinklao Camp

260 Moo 4, Don Kaeo Subdistrict, Mae Rim District, Chiang Mai 50180
+66 5312 1268-9
www.narit.or.th
NARIT สถาบันวิจัยดาราศาสตร์แห่งชาติ
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King Pinklao Camp

Embark on exciting activities at King Pinklao Camp such as the
BB gun challenge where participants can test their physical
limits and strengthen their teamwork in a virtual battlefield and
plan their strategies according to military principles. Other
challenging activities such as shooting and archery are also on
offer, allowing participants to train their focus and their minds
under the safety of experienced military trainers.
MICE Activities

MICE Checklists

Nearby Attractions

Organize team
building activities at
the BB gun
battlefield
Enhance the mind
and the ability to
focus with activities
such as shooting
and archery
Learn about the
history of the
Father of Artillery,
King Pinklao

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be
held at the
reception hall and
at the BB gun arena

Princess Sirindhorn
AstroPark
Huay Tueng Thao
Reservoir
700-year Sports
Complex
Chiang Mai
International
Convention and
Exhibition Centre

Contact

163 Don Kaeo Subdistrict, Mae Rim District, Chiang Mai 50180
+66 5311 2391
กองพันทหารปืนใหญ่ที่ 7 กองพลทหารราบที่ 7 ค่ายพระปิ่นเกล้า
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Ban Rai Jai Sook
While the art of weaving cotton may seem
old-fashioned, here at Ban Rai Jai Sook
the craft has been revived through a series
of creative workshops as the community
aims to pass on this wisdom by adding a
fun twist, welcoming visitors and teaching
them about the weaving, dyeing, and
eco-printing process where leaves are
used to make textile patterns to raise
awareness about the environment and
nature through these workshops.
Contact

MICE Activities

Learn how to use the eco-print 		
technique to create patterns on textile
Learn how to use traditional looms
to weave textile
Experiment with the use of natural
dyes for textile
Enjoy using leaves to create patterns
on textile
Sew tribal dolls
Enjoy activities to learn about the
process of making cotton textile

MICE Checklists

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held at
the multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Wat Si Pho Thong
Wat Chaiyawut
Hang Dong Golf Course

203 Moo 2, Ban Rai, Ban Waen Subdistrict, Hang Dong District, Chiang Mai 50230
+668 1961 0525
บ้านไร่ ใจสุข - Banraijaisook
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137 Pillars House Chiang Mai
The charm of the house with 137 pillars is evident at the 137
Pillars House Chiang Mai hotel, a former Borneo Company
headquarters belonging to a wealthy Englishman. Today, the
hotel has been renovated into a luxurious lounge and a five-star
meeting venue with either the black teakwood building or the
lawn with the Borneo house in the background. Highlight
activities include the Khantoke dinner and traditional Lanna
dance show.

Contact

MICE Activities

MICE Checklists

Organize a Khantoke
dinner on the lawn
in front of the
Borneo house
Organize meetings
at the Borneo house
Organize a party in
the Dining Room &
Terrace restaurant
Learn how to cook
Thai food with
professional chefs

Fits 60 pax
Suitable for I
Meetings can be
held at the meeting
room and on the
lawn

Nearby Attractions

Wat Khetkaram
Woo Café Art
Gallery
Waroros Market

2 Soi 1, Nawatgate Road, Watgate District, Muang District, Chiang Mai 50000
+66 5324 7788
www.137pillarschiangmai.com
137 Pillars House Chiang Mai
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Mae Tha Sustainable Living Space
A group of young farmers have joined together to establish Mae
Tha Organic Community Enterprise, developing a piece of land
totaling almost 10 rai into a mixed farming area where rice,
vegetables, and fruit are cultivated and chicken and fish are
raised. MICE travellers are welcomed to learn about their
alternative lifestyle through DIY activities, from building a
vegetable bed, cooking with organic produce, creating art from
natural materials, to learning about the sustainable lifestyle of
organic farmers.
MICE Activities

Learn about the
sustainable farming
methods of the Mae
Tha community
Learn how to grow
and collect seedlings
Enjoy the Farm to
Table-style cooking
class with organic
produce

MICE Checklists

Fits 50 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be
held at the
multipurpose room

Nearby Attractions

Mae Tha Organic
Café
Mae Tha Bar &
Bakery
Wat Don Chaii

10/2 Moo 5, Mae Tha Subdistrict,
Mae On District, Chiang Mai 50130
+668 7191 5595 Maetha Organic
Contact
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Ontai Creative Industry Village
Ontai Creative Industry Village was
founded when villagers in 11 communities
joined together to showcase their unique
cultures, way of life, and local products.
The slogan of this MICE route is “Telling
the Stories of Ontai” where communities
welcome visitors to learn about textile,
weaving, pottery, and organic farming,
all of which reflects the local culture and
identity of its people.
Contact

MICE Activities

Learn how to weave cotton textile
using a traditional loom
Learn how to tie dye with natural pigment
Learn how to make herbal balls
Enjoy the Farm to Table-style cooking
class with organic produce
Organize a Khantoke dinner and
meetings at Ontai Farm
Organize team building activities at the
farm through seed growing, vegetable
gathering and cooking
Ride a tram to join various activities
in the community

24/3 Moo 2, Ontai Subdistrict, San Kamphaeng District, Chiang Mai 50130
+668 4914 7111, +669 6698 5508
หมู่บ้านอุตสาหกรรมสร้างสรรค์ ชุมชนออนใต้ อ�ำเภอสันก�ำแพง จังหวัดเชียงใหม่

MICE Checklists

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be
held at Ontai Farm
Nearby Attractions

Fahmai Handloom
Wat Ban Hong
Suansilp Tao Ontai
Wat Chiang Saen
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Chiang Mai

Ban Haw Village by Thailand
Halal Tourism Association

Ban Haw is a community of Chinese descendants from Yunnan
province who have lived in the heart of Chiang Mai for over 100
years. Their distinct culture is also demonstrated through halal
Chinese food such as clear noodle soup, beef curry, and Yunnan
dumplings. Here, visitors can learn about the community’s
history through their delicious cuisine while immersing in their
culture at Ban Haw mosque.

Contact

MICE Activities

MICE Checklists

Learn about the
history of Chinese
Muslims in Chiang
Mai
Learn how to cook
Yunnan cuisine
Organize meetings,
parties, and outdoor
events at the Zheng
Cong Lin House

Fits 200 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be
held at the meeting
room

Nearby Attractions

Ban Haw Mosque
Ban Haw Market
Chiang Mai Night
Bazaar
Wat Upakhut

48/3 Charoen Prathet Road, Soi 1 Chang Moi Subdistrict, Muang District, Chiang Mai 50100
+668 1783 0890
www.thalta.org
สมาคมท่องเที่ยวฮาลาลไทย
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Cocoon Farm

Cocoon Farm is an agricultural learning center and a Thai silk
preservation center that offers various activities for MICE
travellers to experience, from learning about the life cycle of
silkworms in detail, dyeing silk and cotton textile with natural
pigment, viewing the delicate process of silk weaving, and
enjoying outdoor activities where they can make use of the fields,
the lotus pond, the vegetable gardens, the buffalo stable, and
the hen run to get a taste of living a real farmer’s life.
MICE Activities

Learn about the silk making process
from raising silkworms to silk weaving
Dye silk and cotton scarf with natural
pigment
Organize silk workshops at the 		
Kasalong Pavilion
Learn how to farm, gather eggs,
and gather organic vegetables
Join activities to learn about
silkworms and agriculture
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held at
the Kasalong Pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Wat Ton Kham
Wat Pong Chang Khot
Ban Jang Nak

Cocoon Farm, Moo 11, Ban Mai, Buak Kang Subdistrict, San Kamphaeng District, Chiang Mai 50130
+669 7920 6879
www.thaisilkvillagechiangmai.com
Cocoon Farm
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All elephants here at this huge sanctuary for retired elephants
from Mae Sa Elephant Camp can roam free without chains while
living with their mahouts. The Chang welcomes MICE travellers
to learn about the life of elephants from the way they eat, play,
and even how they die. Activities include elephant-led walking
tours, watching elephants play in the mud, making herbal balls
and snacks, and cutting grass to feed elderly elephants. The
Chang also explores beliefs surrounding elephants and allows
visitors to enter the elephant cemetery and learn about the body
of elephants through enormous skeletons which can help raise
awareness about the conservation of Thai elephant.
MICE Activities

Learn about the elephant’s 		
body and the connection 		
between elephants and mahouts
Make sesame and sticky rice 		
balls as well as herbal balls to 		
nourish elderly elephants
Cut grass to feed elderly 		
elephants
Watch elephants splash in the 		
water and in the mud

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held at the
multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Mae Sa Elephant Camp
Elephant Poopoo Paper Park
Queen Sirikit Botanic Garden

101 Moo 9, Mae Ram Subdistrict, Mae Rim District, Chiang Mai 50180
+66 5320 6247 www.maesaelephantcamp.com/the-chang-chiang-mai

The Chang Chiang Mai.

Chiang Mai

The Chang Chiang Mai
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Elephant Poopoo Paper Park
Elephant poop might seem worthless,
however, at Elephant Poopoo Paper Park,
visitors can enjoy workshops and demonstrations on making paper from elephant
poop fibers, from cleaning, boiling, to
processing the poop until the fiber is ready
to be made into paper. The hands-on
activities also allow MICE travellers to gain
experience making elephant poop paper
by themselves while also learning about
the wisdom of Lanna crafts as well as the
2,000-year-old history of paper.
Contact

MICE Activities

Learn about the history of paper
making
Learn how to make paper from 		
elephant poop fibers
Learn how to separate and 		
process paper fibers
Design patterns of the elephant
poop paper
DIY items from elephant poop 		
paper such as fans, notebooks, 		
and postcards
Organize team building activities
to make paper and DIY items

MICE Checklists

Fits 200 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held at
the meeting pavilion
Nearby Attractions

The Chang Chiang Mai
Mae Sa Elephant Camp
Wat Buppharam

87 Moo 10, Mae Ram Subdistrict, Mae Rim District, Chiang Mai 50180
+66 5329 9565 www.poopoopaperpark.com Elephant Poopoopaper Park
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Lanna Wisdom School

This school offers MICE travellers a chance to experience
Lanna culture through arts, music, folk dance, games, garments,
and Lanna-style cooking with activities led by teachers, experts,
and local philosophers. Moreover, visitors can experience the
culture market where they can learn about the beautiful culture
of Lanna.
MICE Activities

Learn about 		
Lanna-style art
Learn how to write 		
Lanna alphabet
Learn how to play the
sabud chai drums
Learn how to play 		
various Lanna 		
instruments such as
salo, saw, and seung
Learn the Lanna 		
sword dance
Learn how to cook 		
Lanna-style
Organize a culture 		
market
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 40 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be
held at the Kru
Ba Pavilion and
the outdoor area

35 Rattanakosin Road, Wat Ket Subdistrict, Muang District, Chiang Mai 50000
+66 5324 4231
โฮงเฮียนสืบสานภูมิปัญญาล้านนา Lanna Wisdom School

Nearby Attractions

Wat Fa Ham
Central Festival
Chiang Mai
Payap University
Waroros Market
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Raya Heritage
Raya Heritage carries a charm that comes with its atmosphere
of Northern-style arts and culture as well as its elegant beauty.
The architecture of the hotel is in a contemporary Lanna style
with decorations that showcase traditional crafts made by local
artists and craftspeople, from woven textile, woven bamboo
goods, wood carvings, to clay pottery. These delicate works of
art contribute to the hotel’s cozy atmosphere on the tranquil Ping
River.
MICE Activities

Organize lavish
meetings at Baan Ta
Lounge & Lawn
Organize a special
trip to learn about the
local history, culture,
nature, and folk art
led by local guides
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 20 pax
Suitable for I
Meetings can be
held at Baan Ta
Lounge & Lawn

Nearby Attractions

Wat Pra Nawn
(Wat Kawn Muang)
King Pinklao Camp
Huay Tueng Thao
Reservoir
Lanna Golf Course

157 Moo 6, Don Kaeo Subdistrict, Mae Rim District, Chiang Mai 50180
+66 5311 1670-73 www.rayaheritage.com Raya Heritage
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Chiang Mai

Sample Itinerary

Chiang Mai

Touch The Heritage (3 Days 2 Nights)

Day 1

Day 2

Depart from Bangkok to Chiang
Mai by airplane.

Enjoy breakfast and a morning
yoga session.

Depart for Ban Rai Jai Sook.
Learn how to use the eco-print
technique to create patterns on
textile and use leaves to make
patterns on a cloth bag to keep
as a souvenir (History & Culture).

Depart for Lanna Wisdom
School to learn about Lanna
culture such as playing the
sabud chai drums and writing
the Lanna alphabet (History &
Culture).

Enjoy a lunch of local dishes.

Enjoy lunch at a cultural market
to shop and taste Lanna dishes
(Culinary Journeys).

Check in at Raya Heritage
(Lavish Luxury) and join a
meeting in an elegant
atmosphere at Baan Ta Lounge
& Lawn.
Relax and enjoy dinner.

Depart for King Pinklao Camp
and enjoy challenging activities
(Exhilarating Adventures).
Depart for the hotel and enjoy
dinner.

N

Day 3

Breakfast
Depart for Cocoon Farm and
learn about the silk making
process from raising silkworms
to silk weaving. Learn how to
make tie dye fabric and silk
cocoon soap (History & Culture).
Lunch
Visit Waroros Market to shop
for souvenirs.
Depart for Bangkok.
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Phitsanulok

OTOP Nawatwithi CommunityBased Tourism of Ban Mung
The view of the limestone mountain range is unique to Ban Mung
community, a small village located in Noen Maprang District
which is surrounded by these 300 million-year-old mountains.
Highlight MICE activities include taking a local ride or cycling
to admire the beautiful nature, learning about the geology of the
local area where 360 million-year-old sea fossils were discovered
in a cave, and joining tie dye or paper mache workshops at
Camp Mabajaidee, a scenic point where visitors can take in the
view of flower fields with the majestic mountain range as the
background.
MICE Activities

Take a local ride through the fields
and learn about the stories in the
community while admiring the 		
limestone mountains
Explore Nang Sip Son cave and 		
see 360 million-year-old sea fossils
Take part in artistic activities
such as the cold process tie dye
workshop or the paper mache
workshop
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 200 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at the
multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Wat Ban Mung
Wat Khao Noi
Bat Cave
Nang Sip Song Cave

244/1 Ban Mung Subdistrict, Noen Maprang District, Phitsanulok 65190
+668 5400 1727
เนินมะปราง บ้านมุงเหนือ หมู่1 ชุมชนท่องเที่ยวotopนวัตวิถี
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Pha Rang Mee Homestay
The saying that wherever people from
the Northeast goes, Northeastern
food follows is true for Pha Rang Mee
village as the local area is known for its
Northeastern cuisine as the people here
originally migrated from Kalasin and Roi
Et provinces. Today, most villagers grow
jasmine rice and offer tourism activities
where they take visitors on trams to learn
about their way of life from local groups
such as the textile weaving group, mat
weaving group, Kaset Somboon group,
and the housewives’ group who
welcomes visitors by teaching them how
to cook genuine Northeastern food such
as papaya salad and sticky rice dessert.
Contact

MICE Activities

Learn about the history and
way of life of the Northeastern 		
community in Phitsanulok
Pay homage at Chao Por Rom
Khao Shrine
Learn how to cook Northeastern
food
Learn how to weave textile and 		
mats
Learn about waste management
in the community
Learn how to carry out New
Theory Agriculture according 		
to Sufficiency Economy 		
Philosophy
Take a tram to join in learning
activities in the community

MICE Checklists

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at the
Pha Rang Mee Sufficiency
Economy Learning Center
Nearby Attractions

Wat Pha Rang Mee 		
Wanaram
Chao Por Rom Khao 		
Shrine
Phupirom Farmstay

Pha Rang Mee Sufficiency Economy Learning Center, Moo 3, Sao Yoi Subdistrict,
Noen Maprang District, Phitsanulok 65190
+668 1362 8532
ประเทศไทยไทรย้อย
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Klong Sub Rung Community-Based Tourism
Klong Sub Rung community spans across
an area of 3,000 rai where mangos are
cultivated to be sold around the country
and elsewhere in the world. Part of their
produce is also processed in order to add
value to the fruit, which was the reason
for the establishment of the Klong Sub
Rung Mango Processing Community
Enterprise where visitors can learn about
the delicious products that are made with
mango, from mango jam, ready-to-drink
mango juice, to the one and only mango
bun in Thailand. Here, visitors will enjoy
making and tasting mango products in
the lush green mango orchard.

MICE Activities

Learn about the 		
history of Klong Sub 		
Rung community
Make mango buns 		
and taste ready-to-		
drink mango juice
Learn how to cook 		
grilled chicken with 		
sticky rice paste,
a local food
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 50 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be
held at the
multipurpose
pavilion

4 Moo 12, Sao Yoi Subdistrict, Noen Maprang District, Phitsanulok 65190
+668 7977 5224
ชุมชนท่องเที่ยวบ้านคลองซับรัง

Nearby Attractions

Wat Tham Pa
Luang
Pha Rang Mee
Sufficiency
Economy Learning
Center
Camp Mabajaidee

N
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Ban Tao Hai Ceramic Community Enterprise
Ban Tao Hai is an ancient community situated on the Nan River
which was once a key area for ceramic-making in Phitsanulok
as over 100 ancient kilns were found along with pottery that
dated back 600 years. Today, the art of ancient pottery is revived
as locals established the Ban Tao Hai Ceramic Community
Enterprise. Visitors can join in pottery workshops and learn how
to create the “U” pattern which is the symbol of Ban Tao Hai
from elders in the community who wanted to pass on this craft
to the younger generation.
MICE Activities

MICE Checklists

Learn about the
history of Ban Tao Hai
See the 600-yearold kiln
Learn about the
pottery-making
process
Learn how to sculpt
and design pottery

Fits 20 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be
held at the
Community
Enterprise Learning
Center

Contact

Nearby Attractions

The historic site
where the 600year-old kiln was
found
Chan Royal Palace
Wat Phra Sri
Mahathat
Woramahawihan
Wat Nang Phaya

The Community Enterprise Learning Center (behind Wat Ta Pa Khao Hai), Hua Ro Subdistrict,
Muang District, Phitsanulok 65000
+668 5873 6655
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Sappraiwan Elephant
Resort & Sanctuary
This eco-adventure elephant sanctuary resort and elephant
learning center has helped numerous homeless elephants that
used to roam the cities to return to live in their natural habitat.
MICE travellers can learn about positive reinforcement elephant
training, follow elephants into the forest, prepare food for elderly
elephants, learn about survival in the wild, and learn how to cook
with bamboo poles.
MICE Activities

Learn about positive reinforcement
elephant training
Follow elephants into the forest to
observe their behavior in their natural habitat
Make sandwiches for elephants and
prepare special meals for elderly elephants
Make toys for elephants
Join in activities to support Sappraiwan
Elephant Foundation to help working
elephants return to the wild
Organize meetings, parties, events, and
team building activities in the resort’s
meeting room and outdoor area
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 300 pax
Suitable for M I and C
Meetings can be held
at the meeting room
Nearby Attractions

Kaeng Sang Waterfall
Wat Pak Yang
Wanathara Resort

1/79 Phitsanulok-Lomsak Road, Kaeng Sopha Subdistrict, Wang Thong District, Phitsanulok 65220
+668 1533 7288
Sappraiwan Elephant Resort ทรัพย์ไพรวัลย์ รีสอร์ท
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Thai-Yuan Cultural Conservation Center
Over 80% of the villagers in Samo Khae Subdistrict belongs to
the Thai-Yuan ethnicity who have migrated from Ratchaburi
province to Phitsanulok more than a hundred years ago.
However, they still preserve the traditions and cultures of the
Thai-Yuan community, with the heart of the village situated at
the Thai-Yuan Cultural Conservation Center where visitors can
learn about their local wisdom, their skills in weaving textile, and
their cuisine as a way to pass on the unique identity of the
Thai-Yuan people to future generations.
MICE Activities

Learn about the community’s
history, culture, language, and
textile weaving methods
Learn how to cook Thai-Yuan food
such as banana stalk curry, stir-fry
taro, and dessert made from mung
bean starch
Make flower decorations as the
dok khem is a symbol of love and
harmony in the community
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 30 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at
the multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Wat Samo Khae
Phitsanulok University
Bungratchanok Public Park

134 Moo 3, Samo Khae Subdistrict, Muang District, Phitsanulok 65000
+668 9705 5955
ชมรม ไท-ยวน จ.พิษณุโลก
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The Textile Museum at Naresuan University showcases rare and
valuable textile found in Thailand from ancient textiles, textiles
belonging to various ethnicities in the Northern region, and the
garments of Her Majesty Queen Sirikit the Queen Mother. The
museum also serves as a Thai cultural learning center that offers
fun activities from cutting paper to make flags, tie dye with turmeric,
decorating bags with flowers, and making wax stamps, organized
by Naresuan University Cultural Promotion Department.
MICE Activities

Learn about ancient textiles, textiles
belonging to various ethnicities in the
Northern region, and the garments of Her
Majesty Queen Sirikit the Queen Mother
Learn about Northern culture through
the flag-making activity
Learn how to decorate bags with flowers
Tie dye handkerchiefs with turmeric
Make wax stamps

Contact

99 Moo 9, Tha Pho Subdistrict, Muang District, Phitsanulok 65000
+66 5596 1207 www.nuac.nu.ac.th พิพธิ ภัณฑ์ผา้ มหาวิทยาลัยนเรศวร

MICE Checklists

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held
at the meeting room
Nearby Attractions

Wat Chulamanee
Splash Water Park Fun

Phitsanulok

Textile Museum,
Naresuan University

N
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Wanathara Resort

This jungle-themed resort offers accommodations, restaurants,
and meeting rooms on an area of over 80 rai as well as an
organic vegetable garden, fruit orchards, pig pens, and hen
runs, providing activities for MICE travellers outside the meeting
room. Moreover, guests can participate in activities such as
bicycle rallies, team building activities using the rope course,
and rafting in the Khek River from June to October.
MICE Activities

Organize meetings in a junglethemed atmosphere
Organize team building activities
using the rope course
Organize a bike rally or walk rally
on the agricultural route around
the resort
Enjoy rafting in the Khek River 		
(June to October)
Contact

6 Moo 9, Kaeng Sopha Subdistrict, Wang Thong District, Phitsanulok 65220
+66 5529 3411-4
www.wanathara.com
วนธารา

MICE Checklists

Fits 200 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at
the meeting room
Nearby Attractions

Kaeng Song Waterfall
Rain Forest Resort
Sappraiwan Elephant
Resort & Sanctuary
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Rain Forest Resort

This lush green resort on the Khek River helps raise awareness
among visitors on the issue of waste and waste management
for the environment by organizing kayaking activities to gather
waste in areas surrounding the resort and Kaeng Song Waterfall,
where the water current would bring a large amount of trash
from upstream. After waste collection, the resort would sort waste
and send them to the waste bank to be recycled. Moreover, the
resort grows vegetables in an organic garden to promote
self-sufficiency and food security in the community.
MICE Activities

Kayak in the Khek River to collect
waste
Learn about organic farming 		
methods from making fertilizers to
waste management
Enjoy rafting in the Khek River 		
(June to October)
Organize a meeting in the 		
restaurant in the midst of nature
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at
the restaurant
Nearby Attractions

Kaeng Song Waterfall
Wanathara Resort

42 Moo 9, Kaeng Sopha Subdistrict, Wang Thong District, Phitsanulok 65220
+668 4165 6453
www.rainforestthailand.com
Rain Forest Resort ล่องแก่งล�ำน�้ำเข็ก พิษณุโลก
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Pattara Resort & Spa

This luxurious hotel is located in the heart of Phitsanulok yet
hidden amidst a natural setting. Guests can choose from a
variety of accommodation types including pool villas and float
villas beside the lotus pond. Other activities range from enjoying
a private spa day surrounded by large trees, making use of the
large and elegantly decorated meeting rooms, or even changing
the mood by organizing a party in the beautiful garden by the
lotus pond that can evoke a cozy and romantic feeling, complete
with services from a professional team.
MICE Activities

MICE Checklists

Nearby Attractions

Organize meetings
in a lavishly decorated
meeting room
Organize parties in
the garden besides
the lotus pond

Fits 300 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be
held at the meeting
room

Pibulsongkram 		
Rajabhat University
Wat Phra Sri
Mahathat 		
Woramahawihan
Wat Nang Phaya

Contact

349/40 Chaiyanupap Road, Nai Muang Subdistrict, Muang District, Phitsanulok 65000
+66 5528 2966
www.pattararesort.com
Pattara Resort&Spa Phitsanulok, Thailand
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Shinnabhura Historic Boutique Hotel
This historic-style hotel has a unique
identity as its architecture was inspired
by the battle between King Borommatrailokkanat of the Ayutthaya Kingdom
and King Tilokaraj of the Lanna Kingdom
as Phitsanulok had served as a fortress
town situated between the kingdoms of
Sukhothai, Ayutthaya, and Lanna for many
centuries. Today, the hotel caters to MICE
travellers with meeting rooms as well as
an outdoor area with gold apple trees and
rain trees where guests can feel relaxed
while admiring the beautiful architecture
of the hotel.

MICE Activities

Organize a meeting 		
in a Thai-style 		
atmosphere
View rare collected 		
items in the gallery 		
and learn about 		
history, Thai art, and
ancient craftsmanship
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be
held at the meeting
room

59/59 Moo 10, Wat Chan Subdistrict, Muang District, Phitsanulok 65000
+66 5521 9888
www.shinnabhura.com
โรงแรมชินะปุระ พิษณุโลก

Nearby Attractions

Wat Phra Sri
Mahathat
Woramahawihan
Wat Nang Phaya
Phitsanulok City
Pillar Shrine

N
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Phromphiram Thai Traditional Medicine Hospital

Visiting the doctors here at Phromphiram Thai Traditional
Medicine Hospital can be an enjoyable experience as visitors
will have a chance to learn about Thai traditional medicine and
Thai herbs. Activities on offer for MICE travellers include making
herb salts, herbal balm, Patchouli essential oil, and herbal balls.
Visitors can also receive traditional Thai treatments to help with
deep relaxation such as herbal ball compress massage and
herbal sauna.
MICE Activities

Learn about Thai traditional medicine
and Thai herbs
Receive physical treatment with Thai
traditional medicine
Join workshops to make herb salts,
herbal balm, herbal balls, and 		
mosquito repellent spray

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 50 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held
at the meeting room
Nearby Attractions

Phrom Phiram Market
Wat Phrom Phiram
Wat Thep Chumnum

479 Moo 1, Phrom Phiram Subdistrict, Phrom Phiram District, Phitsanulok 65150
+668 8165 2855
โรงพยาบาลการแพทย์แผนไทย พรหมพิราม
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Phitsanulok

Sample Itinerary

Phitsanulok

Into The Wild (3 Days 2 Nights)

Day 1

Depart from Bangkok to
Phitsanulok by airplane.
Pay homage to Buddha
Jinnaraja at Wat Phra Si Rattana
Mahathat and visit Wat Nang
Phaya.
Enjoy lunch with ‘dangling legs’
noodles.
Depart for Wang Thong District
and enjoy rafting in the Khek
River (Exhilarating Adventures).
Enjoy a healthy meal at Rain
Forest Resort before departing
to Wanathara Resort.

Day 2

Day 3

Enjoy breakfast at the resort.

Breakfast

Join activities such as treating
the soil and planting trees at
Wanathara Resort.

Depart for the Textile Museum,
Naresuan University. Print
patterns on fabric using flowers
and make traditional flags
(History & Culture).

Enjoy a lunch of local organic
vegetables.
Depart for Ban Pha Rang Mee
in Wang Thong District and learn
how to make local dishes
with the community (Culinary
Journeys). Ride a tram to explore
the natural surroundings.
Depart for the provincial district
and check in at Shinnabhura
Historic Boutique Hotel. Enjoy a
khantok-style dinner (Lavish
Luxury).

N

Lunch
Shop for souvenirs before
departing.
Arrive in Bangkok.
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Sukhothai Historical Park, a world heritage
site, has offered an opportunity for
surrounding communities to establish a
community-based tourism group. MICE
travellers can take a tour to learn about
history with local philosophers, organize
a Khantoke dinner with ancient recipes,
and board a tram to join a rally in the old
town to experience the charm of this city
of ‘the dawn of happiness’ that is rich in
arts and culture.

MICE Activities

Ride a tram to learn about 		
history at Sukhothai Historical 		
Park with local philosophers
Organize a Khantoke dinner 		
with local food near Wat 		
Traphang Thong
Make merit and give alms to 		
monks at the wooden bridge
Organize a rally in the park or 		
in the community

Contact

271/1 Moo 3, Muang Kao Subdistrict, Muang District, Sukhothai 64210
+668 0116 4141

ชมรมส่งเสริมการท่องเที่ยวโดยชุมชนเมืองเก่าสุโขทัย

MICE Checklists

Fits 50 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at the
multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Sukhothai Historic
Pottery Site
Wat Phrapai Luang
Wat Si Chum
Wat Chetuphon

Sukhothai

Muangkao Community-Based Tourism (MCBT)

N
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Buddhist Votive Tablets Learning Center
Narongchai To-in, a true aficionado of ancient Buddhist votive
tablets, offers workshops on the techniques of making the votive
tablets from just a lump of clay while also passing on knowledge
about votive tablets from different eras including historical
knowledge about the establishment of Sukhothai Kingdom.
Visitors can also enjoy activities such as archery and making
fires with stones to experience how people lived in the past in
the ancient kingdom.
MICE Activities

Learn about Buddhist art from the
Sukhothai era to the present time
Learn how to make votive tablets
Enjoy activities such as archery and
making fires with stones

MICE Checklists

Fits 20 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held at
the multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Wat Chetuphon
Wat Chedi Si Hong
Sukhothai Historical Park
Contact

51/7 Moo8, Soi Prachabumrung, Muang Kao Subdistrict, Muang District, Sukhothai 64210
+668 1197 0535
Buddhist Votive Tablets Learning Center ศูนย์เรียนรู้บ้านพระพิมพ์
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MICE travellers can see how artistic designs on celadon ware is
transformed onto fabric here at Baan Preedapirom where visitors
will have a chance to learn about this unique ware in Sukhothai
as well as decorate t-shirts, bags, fans, and other items with the
celadon designs with their own hands. Another highlight is
making farmer-style kaya dessert, a sweet treat that is tasty and
easy to make.
MICE Activities

Learn about the
ancient designs of
celadon ware
Paint celadon
designs on t-shirts
Make farmer-style
kaya desserts, a snack
that demonstrates the
lifestyle of farmers

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 20 pax
Suitable for I
Meetings can be
held at Baan
Preedapirom

271/1 Moo 3, Muang Kao Subdistrict, Muang District, Sukhothai 64210
+669 8569 1745 เสือ้ เพ้นท์ลายสังคโลก บ้านปรีดาภิรมย์ 0985691745

Nearby Attractions

Ban Nok Kum Wood
Carving Learning
Center
Sukhothai Historical
Park
Ramkhamhaeng
National Museum

Sukhothai

Baan Preedapirom

N
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Baan Na Ton Chan Homestay

Discover Baan Na Ton Chan through local activities such as
taking a local ride, dyeing textile with mud, weaving, making
traditional steamed noodles, carving wooden toys, and learning
about the way of life of local farmers. Visitors can also join
villagers to cook meals at the homestay or organize a rally on
the cycling route in the community as a team building activity.
MICE Activities

Take a local ride to learn about the
way of life in the community
Learn how to make local food such as
traditional steamed noodles, boiled
egg chili paste, and curry with buk
vegetable
Learn how to dye textile with mud
Ride a pick-up truck up into the hills,
explore an orchard in the forest, and
taste seasonal fruits
Ride a bicycle to join in various 		
activities in the community
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held at
the meeting room
Nearby Attractions

Wat Na Ton Chan
Si Satchanalai Historical
Park

6/1 Baan Na Ton Chan, Ban Tuek Subdistrict, Si Satchanalai District, Sukhothai 64130
+668 8495 7738
โฮมสเตย์บ้านนาต้นจั่น จังหวัดสุโขทัย
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Organic Agriculture Project,
Sukhothai Airport
This area surrounding Sukhothai Airport
has been transformed from an empty
piece of land into a green space, starting
from chemical-free rice farming, then
expanding to become a mixed farming
area which is now the Organic Agriculture
Project. Here, MICE travellers can enjoy
a real farming experience with activities
such as transplanting rice seedlings, and
gathering eggs and vegetable to cook
meals. Meanwhile, meetings and
seminars can also be organized in a lush
green atmosphere.

MICE Activities

Learn about organic farming and the
farmer’s way of life
Take a local ride around the project
and join various activities
Gather duck eggs
Plant seedlings in a demonstration
rice field
Gather vegetables from the organic
vegetable garden
Cook meals from rice and vegetables
in the project
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 300 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held at
the meeting room
Nearby Attractions

Sukhothai Airport
Sukhothai Heritage 		
Resort
Wat Khlong Krachong

99/1-3 Moo 3, Khlong Krachong Subdistrict, Sawankhalok District, Sukhothai 64110
+66 5564 7290
โครงการเกษตรอินทรีย์ สนามบินสุโขทัย - Organic Agriculture Project
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Suntree Thai Weaving Center

Suntree Thai Weaving Center was founded by a group of
housewives in Hat Siao Subdistrict to weave textiles from the
wisdom of Tai Phuan people in the area. Therefore, the group
has established a learning center at the exquisite Tai Phuan
house where they teach visitors how to weave traditional fabric
unique to the women in the Tai Phuan community, how to make
accessories from fabric scraps, and tell the stories of the
traditional way of life to carry on the wisdom and identity of the
Tai Phuan people.
MICE Activities

Learn about the history and way of
life of the Tai Phuan people in 		
Hat Siao Subdistrict
Learn how to weave traditional fabric
Weave fabric following ancient 		
patterns such as the quail, the bird,
and the fish patterns
Make earrings and keychains from
fabric scraps
Organize meetings and meals made
up of local food at the Tai Phuan house
Contact

329 Moo 9, Nong O Subdistrict, Si Satchanalai District, Sukhothai 64130
+668 9858 8576
www.suntree-thai.com
suntree-thai.com

MICE Checklists

Fits 20 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held at
the Tai Phuan house
Nearby Attractions

Wat Nong O
Wat Hat Siao
Sathon Gold Textile 		
Museum
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Mothana Ceramic

Mothana Ceramic offers a place for visitors to learn how to sculpt
clay and paint contemporary celadon designs that still carry on
the spirit of Sukhothai celadon which requires a combination of
historical knowledge, scientific know how, and artistic ideas to
come together to create a single piece of ceramic ware. Here,
MICE travellers can learn how to make ceramic ware and enjoy
a ceramic painting workshop that will allow them to take their
creations home as souvenirs.
MICE Activities

Learn how ceramic is
made from beginning to
end
Learn about Sukhothai
celadon
Design ceramic ware
Learn how to throw 		
pottery

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 30 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held at the 		
activities area
Nearby Attractions

Wat Wong Khong
Wat Yang En

9 Moo 12, Ko Ta Liang Subdistrict, Si Samrong District, Sukhothai 64120
+669 4714 6145
Mothana ceramic

N
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Art Farm Sawankhalok
Visit this barn that has been transformed into an art farm that
welcomes visitors with DIY activities taught by local teachers
such as making saa paper with dried flowers, sewing handmade
notebooks, tie dye, painting masks, among other art projects.
Another highlight is the Sukhothai noodle cooking station where
diners can cook the noodles themselves while enjoying the
relaxed atmosphere amidst the rice fields and greenery.
MICE Activities

Design and make
saa paper
Paint masks
Tie dye using
natural pigment
Learn how to make
Sukhothai noodles
and banana chips
from local chefs
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be
held at the
multipurpose
pavilion

Nearby Attractions

Sawankhaworanayok
National Museum
Old Town
Sawankhalok Area

38 Moo 4, Wang Mai Khon Subdistrict, Sawankhalok District, Sukhothai 64110
+669 1383 9556
โรงนาบ้านไร่
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Maesin Elephant Camp

Visiting this elephant camp located in the forest besides Yom
River is like visiting the home of elephants where guests can
take a hike on the same route as elephants to learn about how
these big creatures walk, eat, and live. Moreover, guests can
also experience the lifestyle of mahouts by riding elephants
without support, foraging for food, and splashing in the water
to truly connect with nature and understand the value of the
forest and animals that must be preserved.
MICE Activities

Learn how to take care of 		
elephants like mahouts such as
feeding and bathing elephants
Follow elephants into the forest
to observe how they find food
in the wild
Join activities such as kayaking,
wet rafting, and admiring
nature besides Yom RIver

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 30 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at the 		
multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Sky Walk at Sompong Orange 		
Orchard
Suralai Orange Orchard
Home stay
Pong Lampang Hot Spring
Sumen Hot Spring

74/1 Moo 6, Ban Satho, Mae Sin Subdistrict, Si Satchanalai District, Sukhothai 64130
+669 5525 2279
Maesin elephant camp ปางช้างแม่สิน
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Tharaburi Resort

This boutique resort has a unique identity as its architecture and
interior design is a mixture of Thai and Chinese cultures while
it also boasts beautiful designer wooden furniture. Set amidst a
natural atmosphere with lush trees and ferns, this resort is the
perfect venue for green meetings where participants can enjoy
conservation activities such as planting trees and growing ferns
to increase green spaces and raise awareness about
environmental issues.
MICE Activities

Learn the techniques
for growing ferns and
planting trees
Make gardening pots
from wood scraps
Organize meetings 		
and parties in a 		
Thai-Chinese-style 		
boutique resort
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 20 pax
Suitable for I
Meetings can be
held at the
reception area and
Thara Bar

Nearby Attractions

Sukhothai
Historical Park
Wat Si Chum
Baan Preedapirom

321/3 Moo 3, Muang Kao Subdistrict, Muang District, Sukhothai 64210
+66 5569 7132, +668 6448 3177
www.tharaburiresort.com
Tharaburi Resort
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Sukhothai Treasure Resort and Spa
This simple yet elegant resort situated
near Sukhothai Historical Park can cater
to all types of MICE travellers with meeting
rooms in various sizes, an outdoor area
that is decorated with red bricks to reflect
the old town, and a spacious lawn that
can host parties in a relaxed atmosphere
complete with a team of professionals who
can ensure that events are organized to
a high standard as well as a recreation
team to lead team building activities.

MICE Activities

Organize meetings, 		
parties, and events
in a lavishly decorated
meeting room
Organize team 		
building activities at
the outdoor area
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 800 pax
Suitable for M, C
and E
Meetings can be
held at the meeting
room

Nearby Attractions

Wat Chang Lom
Sukhothai
Ramkhamhaeng
National Museum
Sukhothai
Historical Park

18/2 Moo 4, Jarodwithithong Road, Bankluay Subdistrict, Muang District, Sukhothai 64000
+66 5561 1555
www.sukhothaitreasure.com
Sukhothai Treasure Resort and Spa
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Sample Itinerary

Sukhothai

Sukhothai Craft and Beyond (3 Days 2 Nights)

Day 1

Depart from Bangkok to
Sukhothai by airplane.
Arrive at Sukhothai Airport and
receive a welcome gift. Join in
activities to learn about organic
farming at Organic Agriculture
Project, Sukhothai Airport (CSR
& Green Meetings).
Enjoy lunch at Sukhothai
Kitchen Restaurant.
Depart for Si Satchanalai
Historical Park to learn about
the glorious history of
Sukhothai. Ride a tram to
discover various historic sites
(History & Culture).
Depart for the hotel in the
provincial capital. Check in,
relax, and enjoy dinner.

Day 2

Depart from the hotel to give
alms to monks at the wooden
bridge. Return to the hotel for
breakfast.
Depart to explore the beauty of
Sukhothai Historical Park and
Wat Si Chum (History &
Culture). Learn how to make
votive tablets at Buddhist Votive
Tablets Learning Center.
Enjoy lunch with local dishes
served in a lunch box at the
pagoda in the water at Wat
Traphang Thong (Culinary
Journeys).
Depart for Sawankhalok Road
and admire the street art. Learn
how to paint celadon designs
on t-shirts (History & Culture).
Enjoy a temple festival-theme
dinner. Rest and relax.

Day 3

Breakfast
Brainstorm ways to develop
Sukhothai before departing for
Art Farm Sawankhalok.
Enjoy lunch at Art Farm
Sawankhalok.
Learn how to design and make
saa paper as well as paint
masks at Art Farm Sawankhalok
(History & Culture) to keep as
souvenirs before departing.
Depart for Bangkok.
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See the
true beauty
through
smiling eyes.
Touch the true
heart from the
way within.

Northeast
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Rachawadee Resort and Hotel
The hotel is situated in a beautiful garden on an area of 30 rai
and equipped with modern facilities from a swimming pool,
fitness center, restaurants, to meeting rooms that can cater to
both small and large events while indoor and outdoor parties
can also be organized. Moreover, MICE travellers can enjoy
creative events such as meetings held in the beautifully
decorated restaurant decked with crafts which reflects the
spirit of the Northeast while the large trees and koi fish pond
also creates a cozy atmosphere for guests.

Contact

MICE Activities

MICE Checklists

Organize meetings
in a lavish
atmosphere
Organize parties,
local markets, and
cultural events on
the lawn

Fits 200 pax
Suitable for M and C
Meetings can be
held at the meeting
room

Nearby Attractions

Khon Kaen Airport
Ban Suan Nara
Focus Arena

99 Moo 20, Khon Kaen Airport Road, Banped Subdistrict, Muang District, Khon Kaen 40000
+66 4346 8222
www.rachawadeehotel.com
Rachawadee Resort And Hotel

NE
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Sinsai Noi Traditional Performance Group
Ban Sawathi is a village with its own
traditional performance group or mor lam
that was founded several decades ago
and Wat Chaisi which dates over 200
years old and is the heart of this community.
The highlight of the temple is its
architecture and wall paintings that tell
the story of the local folklore known as
Sinsai which inspired the students at Ban
Sawathi School to practice the art of
singing mor lam and telling the Sinsai
story in order to preserve this traditional
performance while also keeping the
community’s history and culture alive.

MICE Activities

Learn how to perform a puppet
show and sing in the mor lam 		
tradition
Enjoy the Sinsai performance 		
which tells the local folklore of 		
Ban Sawathi
Learn about traditional arts and
culture at Wat Chaisi

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 20 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at the
multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Wat Chaisi
Ban Sawathi Community

Ban Sawathi School, Moo 21, Ban Sawathi, Sawathi Subdistrict, Muang District, Khon Kaen 40000
+668 7640 6718
โรงเรียนบ้านสาวะถี (สาวัตถีราษฎร์รังสฤษฎิ์)
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Field MUSH Fun

This chemical-free ‘farm of happiness’ in Khon Kaen opens its
doors for visitors to learn about growing vegetables in the
natural way without the use of chemicals. Here, visitors can join
the vegetable-growing workshop to grow produce such as kale
which is full of fiber and sulphur, cook meals using fresh
vegetables, learn how to make bug repellent, and organize a
miniature garden that can add a touch of green to city living.
MICE Activities

Learn and organize workshops on
growing vegetable without chemicals
Join workshops to cook meals from
vegetables such as salad rolls and
vegetable smoothies
Learn how to make bug repellent
Organize a miniature garden

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 30 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at
the multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Dino Water Park
Focus Arena

3/3 Nai Muang Subdistrict, Muang District, Khon Kaen 40000
+666 5592 2351
Field MUSH Fun ทุ่งเฮ็ดสนุก ความสุขปลอดสาร

NE 058

Wanaphan Organic Garden

This garden that showcases New Theory Agriculture in line
with Sufficiency Economy Philosophy on an area of 14 rai is
where MICE travellers can visit the organic vegetable garden
that grows kale, green oaks, and red oaks, among other
vegetables, and learn how to raise chicken with vegetable or
grass from the garden, make products from herbs, and hear
inspirational stories about planting trees instead of saving
money, a life lesson from the founder of Wanaphan Organic
Garden.
MICE Activities

Learn about the nature conservation
idea to plant trees instead of save money
Make products from trees such as
charcoal deodorizer and bookshelves
from wood scraps
Transplant seedlings or harvest rice in
the fields
Learn about herbs and processing
herbs into products
Learn how to make soap from natural oils
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 80 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at
the multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Mekin Farm
Nam Phong National Park
Din-cave Studio

96 Moo 7, Ban Kong Subdistrict, Nong Ruea District, Khon Kaen 40240
+666 1940 9994
วนพรรณ ออร์แกนิค การ์เด้น
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Din-cave Studio
Learn how to make ceramic ware from
Khon Kaen clay with teachers and local
artists. Here, the ceramic ware is often
painted with patterns inspired by temple
wall art as well as Northeastern fabric
patterns. Visitors can also join in Raku
pottery workshops to make pottery with a
metallic glaze or opt for a simple clay
sculpting course to learn about clay and
how sculpting can increase creativity and
help the mind focus.

Contact

MICE Activities

MICE Checklists

Nearby Attractions

Learn about
ceramics
Learn about the
Raku firing
technique
Sculpt clay and
make ceramic ware

Fits 20 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be
held at the
multipurpose room

Mekin Farm
Wat Si Tan Ruang
Wanaphan Organic
Garden

120 Moo 7, Chorakhe Subdistrict, Nong Ruea District, Khon Kaen 40240
+668 1632 3143
ดินเขิบสตูดิโอ Khonkaen clay

NE
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Supanee Maithai

Supanee Maithai at Ban Hua Fai community showcases the
amazing touch-up dye technique on silk that gives textiles a
unique and modern feel. Here, MICE travellers can see the
process of silk weaving from raising silk worms to weaving
beautiful silk textile. Visitors can also learn about the touch-up
dye technique and cook local food such as the silkworm pupae
with herbs in a friendly atmosphere of the local community.
MICE Activities

Learn about the entire process of
raising silkworms and the production
of silk
See a natural dye demonstration
Learn about the touch-up dye 		
technique
Learn how to weave silk textile
Join in workshops to make local food
such as chicken soup with mulberry
leaves and silkworm pupae with
herbs
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 60 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at
the multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Changkra Wild Orchid
Park, Wat Pa Manchakhiri

46 Moo 3, Po Daeng Subdistrict, Chonnabot District, Khon Kaen 40180
+668 1729 6025
สุภาณีไหมไทย
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Jutatip

Learn about the craft of hand woven cotton fabric of the
Northeast at Jutatip, especially the technique of arranging each
strand of fiber into patterns. Visitors can also learn about indigo
dye techniques and weaving cotton fabric. Moreover, Jutatip
has cooperated with communities across Khon Kaen to
establish a network to revive the tradition of hand woven cotton
fabric, with further plans to develop a learning center for cotton
weaving.
MICE Activities

Learn about the traditional craft of
hand woven cotton fabric of the 		
Northeast
Learn about the technique of 		
arranging each strand of fiber into
patterns
Weave cotton fabric
Learn how to use indigo dye and
other natural dyes
Make keychains from natural cotton
fiber
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 30 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held at the
reception area
Nearby Attractions

Phra Mahathat Kaen Nakhon
Bueng Kaen Nakhon 		
Public Park

1/43 Moo 14, Moo Ban Puang Phet 3 Soi 10, Klang Muang Road, Muang Kao Subdistrict,
Muang District, Khon Kaen 40000
+669 9056 4199
Jutatip

NE 062

Focus Arena
This e-sports complex is a major e-sports arena in Southeast Asia.
Here, visitors can find training rooms, competition rooms, an
internet café, a VIP lounge, a production room, and an e-sports
tournament stadium which can also be transformed into a meeting
or seminar facility in an ultra-modern setting. The venue also serves
as a training complex to develop gaming skills and a meeting
spot for e-sports players from around the world.
MICE Activities

Learn about e-sports
Organize meetings in an
ultra-modern setting
Organize camps for youths and
those interested in e-sports
Organize training camps for e-sports
athletes

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for M and C
Meetings can be held
at the stadium
Nearby Attractions

Field MUSH Fun
Rachawadee Resort 		
and Hotel

168/8 Moo 14, Mittraphap Road, Nai Muang Subdistrict, Muang District, Khon Kaen 40000
+668 1661 0099 www.focusarena.co
Focus Arena
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Khon Kaen

Sample Itinerary

Khon Kaen

Unforgettable Isan (3 Days 2 Nights)

Day 1

Depart from Bangkok to
Khon Kaen.
Join a seminar at Rachawadee
Resort and Hotel.
Enjoy lunch at Blue Restaurant,
Rachawadee Resort and Hotel.
Learn how to make som tam
(Culinary Journeys).
Depart for Jutatip woven fabric
center to learn about the story
behind Isan woven cotton
fabric and join a tie die workshop.
Depart for the hotel. Enjoy
dinner and a show from Sinsai
Noi Traditional Performance
Group from Ban Sawathi
(History & Culture).

Day 2

Day 3

Breakfast

Breakfast

Depart for Din-cave Studio
to learn how to sculpt clay
and make ceramic wares.

Pay homage to Phra Mahathat
Kaen Nakhon. Take in the
bird’s eye view of Khon Kaen
and take photographs.

Lunch

NE

Lunch

Depart for Wanaphan Organic
Garden. Learn about nature
conservation, how to process
products from plants, and
plant trees (CSR & Green
Meetings).

Depart for Supanee Maithai at
Ban Hua Fai community to
learn about the touch-up dye
technique on silk. Shop for
craft products.

Depart for the hotel.

Depart for Bangkok.
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Pak Pakchong Farm

Pak Pakchong Farm is an agricultural learning center situated
on an area of over 1,000 rai where organic vegetables are
cultivated such as garlic chives, celery, lettuce, bok choy,
asparagus, leafy greens, and mushrooms. MICE travellers
can join team building activities at the farm with the view of
the mountains and flower fields that bloom year-round.
MICE Activities

Learn and join a workshop on how to
cultivate organic vegetables and how to
apply Sufficiency Economy philosophy
Organize team building activities
including feeding animals, cultivating
seeds, transferring seedlings, cutting
vegetables, and making a water mixture
to get rid of pests

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at
the multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Pete Maze
Bonanza Exotic Zoo

388 Moo 19, Khlong Muang Subdistrict, Pak Chong District, Nakhon Ratchasima 30130
+668 5999 6642
สวนผักปากช่อง

NE 066

Japoh Village
This charming community in Pak Thong Chai District welcomes MICE
travellers with a flag ceremony as an auspicious activity. Here, visitors
can learn about the ancient silk weaving process as Pak Thong Chai
is recognized as the town with the best silk in Nakhon Ratchasima
which is also mentioned in the province’s slogan. Other activities include
weaving mudmee silk, enjoying a traditional dance performance,
learning the Paslop dance, and making local dishes such as som tam
and Korat noodles as well as shop for silk and other beautiful products.
MICE Activities

Visit the traditional silk museum in
the community and try on a
Lao Vieng-style sarong
Learn how to weave Pak Thong Chai
silk, dye silk, collect silk, and create
patterns on silk
Learn the Paslop dance with locals
Join a workshop to make local dishes
such as som tam and Korat noodles

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 80 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at
the multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Wat Amphawan
Chaloem Phra Kiat Rama
9 Park

Wat Amphawan, Moo 2, Mueang Pak Subdistrict, Pak Thong Chai District, Nakhon Ratchasima 30150
+666 2856 4284
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KhaoYai the Mango House Farm

The Mango House Farm cultivates over 8,000 nam dok mai mango
trees on an area of 250 rai in order to add value to mangoes and
process the fruit into various products. MICE travellers can learn
about the life cycle of mangoes, experience the way of life of
farmers, take a local ride to pick mangoes, join an ice cream
workshop, and organize a stylish party in the mango orchard as
a uniquely lavish event with mango as a key element.
MICE Activities

Join a mango ice cream workshop
Take a local ride to explore the 		
mango orchard, learn about the life
cycle of mangoes, and experience
the way of life of farmers
Organize a party in “Mango Table”
style
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 30 pax
Suitable for I
Meetings can be held at
the multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Khao Yai National Park
Lam Takong Research Station

60/3 Moo 5, Soi Ban Khao Kaeb, Nong Nam Daeng Subdistrict, Pak Chong District,
Nakhon Ratchasima 30130
+669 4521 1121
บ้านหมากม่วง KhaoYai The Mango House Farm

NE 068

Suksomboon Homestay
This community of happiness (suk) and abundance (somboon)
in line with the slogan “Breathe Clean Air, Hug the Fog, Admire
the Mountains” is situated near Thap Lan National Park and
boasts views of the mountains, lush green forests, and cool air
year-round. The community grows organic vegetables to make
into healthy dishes as well as offer a tree planting activity where
visitors can shoot seedlings from Pha Kep Ta Wan cliff while
watching the beautiful sunset.
MICE Activities

Learn how to grow organic 		
vegetables, cultivate seeds, and
cut vegetables from the garden
Pick mushrooms and learn how
to make local dishes such as 		
fermented mushrooms and 		
mushroom with curry paste
Plant trees by shooting 		
seedlings from Pha Kep Ta Wan
cliff

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 80 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at the
multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Coffee Factory at
Wang Nam Khiao
Wang Nam Khiao Farm
Ban Suk Somboon Market
Pha Kep Ta Wan

27 Moo 2, Ban Suk Somboon 1, Thai Samakkhi Subdistrict, Wang Nam Khiao District,
Nakhon Ratchasima 30370
+669 3372 3122
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Scenical World Khaoyai

This kingdom of fun offers challenging activities in the Northeast’s
largest waterpark and amusement park with four zones: the
Excite amusement park zone, Splash waterpark zone, a kids’
zone, and the shops zone. Get an adrenaline rush with
exhilarating rides such as spinning slider, roller coaster, ATV
and zipline activities. MICE travellers can also organize a team
building activity in the waterpark zone.
MICE Activities

MICE Checklists

Enjoy rides at the
amusement park
Enjoy the waterpark
and sliders
Organize a team
building activity in
the amusement park
or waterpark zone

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be
held at the meeting
room

Contact

Nearby Attractions

GranMonte
Vineyard and
Winery
Greenery Resort
Khao Yai

777 Moo 5, Thanarat Road, Mu Si Subdistrict, Pak Chong District, Nakhon Ratchasima 30450
+66 4400 1188, +669 2337 6996
www.scenicalworld.com
scenicalworld

NE 070

Isaan-Isan Boutique Resort by Andacura Premium

This stylishly designed resort has incorporated the identity of Isan
or the Northeast in its aesthetics. Its structure made from bamboo
made the resort look like a giant sticky rice basket or kratib, while
the decoration of colourful fabric or pha khao ma, lively Isan
music, and spicy Isan cuisine brings fun vibes. Activities on offer
include outdoor screenings and dinners outside amidst a natural
setting, all with a hint of an elegance. The resort provides various
facilities from restaurants, a swimming pool, to a spa. Here,
meetings and events can be organized in a fun Isan atmosphere.
MICE Activities

Organize team building activities on
the lawn
Join a workshop to make Isan dishes
Enjoy a special spa that uses
pha khao ma for massages
Organize a party in the evening and
enjoy outdoor screenings

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 80 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held at
the meeting room
Nearby Attractions

Khao Yai National Park
Chao Por Khao Yai Shrine
Scenical World Khao Yai

54 Moo 17, Mu Si Subdistrict, Pak Chong District, Nakhon Ratchasima 30450
+66 4400 5778
www.andacura.com
Isaan-IsanBoutiqueResort by Andacura Premium
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Coffee Factory at Wang Nam Khiao
Learn about coffee at this ozone-rich town at Coffee Factory at
Wang Nam Khiao where MICE travellers can see how coffee
beans are cultivated, roasted, and processed. Taste delicious
Arabica coffee - a variety with a low amount of caffeine which
is better for health, join a soap-making workshop from coffee,
and learn how to make Isan dishes using ingredients from the
community’s organic farm.
MICE Activities

Learn how coffee beans are harvested,
washed, sorted, and roasted
Experience how coffee is hand-roasted
and taste drip coffee
Take a tour on a raft while enjoying a cup
of coffee
Join a workshop to make dishes using
organic ingredients such as Korat noodles,
rice noodles with green chicken curry, and
spicy santol dessert
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 40 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held
at the restaurant
Nearby Attractions

Pha Kep Ta Wan
Ban Suk Somboon 		
Community

185 Moo 11, Thai Samakkhi Subdistrict, Wang Nam Khiao District, Nakhon Ratchasima 30370
+668 9054 6619
www.wnkcoffee.com
โรงคั่วกาแฟ วังน�้ำเขียว

NE 072

Lam Takhong Research Station
This research station offers a fun and educational visit where
MICE travellers can learn about botany, preserving plant species
and biological diversity. The station also has local and rare
plants while the highlight is the Tropical Insect Conservation
Center where visitors can see how insects and plants rely on
one another. Meetings can be organized at the meeting room
that overlooks Lam Takhong Dam.
MICE Activities

Learn about botany and preserving
plant species
Learn about insects at the Tropical
Insect Conservation Center and see a
demonstration on raising rare insects
Learn how to make soil blocks, cultivate
plants in a plastic bag and organize a
miniature garden
Plant trees around Lam Takhong Dam
to increase green space
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 30 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held
at the meeting room
Nearby Attractions

Lam Takhong Dam
The Wind Turbines at
Khao Yai Thiang

333 Moo 12, Nong Sarai Subdistrict, Pak Chong District, Nakhon Ratchasima 30130
+66 4439 0107
www.tistr.or.th/lamtakhong
สถานีวิจัยล�ำตะคอง
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The unique architectural style of Tuscany, Italy, is transported
to Khao Yai at this resort where rooms are decorated in the
Renaissance and Modern Baroque styles. Guests can enjoy a
variety of wellness programs from holistic health check-ups,
anti-aging treatments, to detox treatments, as well as the 18-hole
golf course, an animal farm and the Ozone Hall banquet hall
amidst the mountains and lush greenery.
MICE Activities

Enjoy a personalized 		
wellness program,
yoga classes, and
horse riding
Receive a health 		
check-up at Panacee 		
Wellness which offers
alternative and holistic
health services

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 80 pax
Suitable for M
and I
Meetings can be
held at Ozone Hall

334 Moo 6, Wang Sai Subdistrict, Pak Chong District, Nakhon Ratchasima 30130
+66 4400 9100
www.movenpick.com Mövenpick Resort Khao Yai

Nearby Attractions

Baannokkokna
Khaoyai
The Italian
Restaurant at
The Paz Khao Yai

Nakhon Ratchasima

Mövenpick Resort Khao Yai
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GranMonte Vineyard and Winery
Visit one of the leading wine producers in Thailand at GranMonte
Vineyard and Winery where different grape varieties are
cultivated from Shiraz, Chenin Blanc, to Cabernet Sauvignon.
During the annual grape harvesting festival, visitors at the
vineyard can join in grape picking activities, drink wine, and
taste homemade-style cuisine.
MICE Activities

Take a tour of the vineyard and
learn how to cultivate grapes
Take a tour of the winery and 		
learn how wine is made
Organize wine tasting activities
and learn how to pair wine with
food

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 80 pax
Suitable for I
Meetings can be held at the
restaurant
Nearby Attractions

Scenical World Khao Yai
The Valley Khao Yai

52 Moo 9, Mittraphap Road, Phaya Yen Subdistrict, Pak Chong District, Nakhon Ratchasima 30320
+668 1900 8282
www.granmonte.com
GranMonte Vineyard and Winery
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Join a workshop to make genuine local
dishes with Association Professor
Watanaporn Chokratanachai who teaches
Home Economics at the Faculty of Science
and Technology, Nakhon Ratchasima
Rajabhat University and is also the Director
of the Culinary Career Promotion Center
(Krua Rajabhat) who gathered the recipes
for original Korat dishes such as pradoke
rice noodles, Korat-style grilled chicken,
Korat-style som tam, and Korat stir-fried
noodles to be served as part of the “Toh
Korat” menu where a rotating bamboo tray
and betel nut containers are used instead
of modern wares to incorporate Isan culture
to the meal.

MICE Activities

Learn how to make traditional 		
Korat dishes
Learn about the food traditions
in Korat
Organize an Isan-style party
with the “Toh Korat” menu at 		
Rueankorat at Nakhon
Ratchasima Rajabhat University

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 60 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held at
Rueankorat at Nakhon
Ratchasima Rajabhat University
Nearby Attractions

Rueankorat
Chalermwattana
Thao Suranari Monument

340 Sura Narai Road, Nai Muang Subdistrict, Muang District, Nakhon Ratchasima 30000
+668 9846 9248

Nakhon Ratchasima

“Toh Korat” by Nakhon Ratchasima Rajabhat University
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Rueankorat Chalermwattana

“Rueankorat Chalermwattana” was founded as a way to
preserve the ancient home as well as provide a learning center
for architecture, arts, and nature. Visitors can join in a
workshop to make Dan Kwian pottery and Pak Thong Chai
pha khao ma fabric. The venue also houses a screening room,
an exhibition hall, and an arts area where MICE travellers can
organize team building activities.
MICE Activities

Learn about the architecture of 		
Rueankorat with a tour guide
Join a ceramic workshop with artists
from Dan Kwian village
Join the Pak Thong Chai pha khao ma
workshop
Organize an Isan-style party
Organize team building activities to
find RCs at Rueankorat Chalermwattana
Organize a meeting in the traditional-style
screening room
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held
at the multipurpose 		
pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Thao Suranari
Monument
Suranaree Camp

680/1 Ratchadamnoen Road, Nai Muang Subdistrict, Muang District, Nakhon Ratchasima 30000
+666 2915 9152
www.rueankorat.com
เรือนโคราชเฉลิมวัฒนา-Rueankorat Chalermwattana
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Sample Itinerary

Nakhon Ratchasima

Empower Your Mind (3 Days 2 Nights)

Day 1

Depart from Bangkok to
Nakhon Ratchasima.
Visit Lam Takhong Research
Station and join a rally (Team
Building) to earn points for
each team.
Enjoy lunch in Pak Chong
District.
Visit Japoh Village in Pak
Thong Chai District. Learn
about the art of making
incense (History & Culture)
and learn the Paslop dance
from locals.
Check in at the hotel.

Day 2

Day 3

Breakfast

Breakfast

Depart for Coffee Factory at
Wang Nam Khiao and enjoy
various activities such as
coffee bean roasting and
making coffee soap (Team
Building).

Depart for Ban Mak Muang.
Learn how to grow mangoes
and join a mango ice cream
making workshop (Culinary
Journeys).

Enjoy lunch with a “Toh Korat”
menu (Culinary Journeys).
Depart for Suksomboon
Homestay and learn about
growing organic vegetables,
cultivating seeds, and cutting
vegetables from the garden.
Plant trees by shooting seed
lings from Pha Kep Ta Wan
cliff (CSR & Green Meeting).
Depart for Pak Chong District.
Check in at the hotel.
Announce the winning team
from the team building activity
during the party.

NE

Enjoy lunch in a Mango Table
style.
Shop for souvenirs before
departing.
Arrive in Bangkok.
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History is
the root of
humanity.
We learn from
the past,
learning the
present and
living for the
future.

Central
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Poomjai Garden

Poomjai Garden is the pride of locals in Bang Khun Thian area
where an ancient lychee garden is brought back to life. Today,
the garden serves as a learning center for the community by
the Bang Khun Thian canal. Visitors can learn about the history
of the area on a boat tour, explore the Bang Khun Thian lychee
garden which has received the geographical indication (GI) tag
and was named the nation’s heritage tree, and join Thai culinary
classes to cook with local ingredients that tells the story of the
way of life in this community.
MICE Activities

Join a boat tour to learn about 		
the history of the Bang Khun 		
Thian community
Explore the garden to learn 		
about ‘Bang Khun Thian Lychees’
which are a national heritage tree
Forage for garden vegetables 		
and join cooking classes to make
Thai delicacies such as bilimbi 		
wrapped in leaves and 		
massaman curry

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 50 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held at the 		
Poomjai Pavilion and at Natura Café
Nearby Attractions

Wat Bang Khun Thian Klang
Wat Ratcha Orasaram
Ratchaworawihan (Chom Thong)
Central Plaza Rama II
Gumpong Nai Dong Prue (Darul 		
Ibada Community Enterprise)

7 Rama II Road Soi 28 Yaek 18, Chom Thong Subdistrict, Chom Thong District, Bangkok 10150
+668 1733 9812
Poomjai Garden ภูมิใจการ์เด้น
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Rock Domain Climbing Gym
Both beginners and experts to the sport
can enjoy the challenge of climbing an
artificial climbing wall at Rock Domain
Climbing Gym. Here, teachers can offer
advice on using equipment and climbing
techniques while experts can put their
skills to the test with a full-scale climbing
wall that spans an area of over 1,500
square meters with a 16-meter-high wall
to get that adrenaline rush. Team building
activities such as rock climbing can be
organized to strengthen teamwork as well
as promote harmony among participants.

Contact

MICE Activities

MICE Checklists

Nearby Attractions

Enjoy full-scale rock
climbing with a
16-meter-high wall
Organize team
building activities
such as rock
climbing

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be
held at the
multipurpose room
and the reception
area

Bangkok
International Trade
& Exhibition Centre
101 True Digital
Park
Central Plaza
Bangna

1780 Teo Hong Bangna Building, Debaratana Road, Bangna District, Bangkok 10260
+66 2399 4648
www.rockdomaingym.com
Rock Domain Climbing Gym
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Gumpong Nai Dong Prue
(Darul Ibada Community Enterprise)
Gumpong Nai Dong Prue, is the nickname of the ‘Darul Ibada
Community Enterprise’. Gumpong is Malay language which
means island or village in the water, while Prue refers to the
name of the tree that is found in the area. Here, locals in the
Muslim community in Thung Khru area still makes a living from
agricultural activities such as harvesting coconuts and Bang
Mod oranges as well as farming goats and fish. Moreover, they
also generate income from tourism activities such as boat tours
that take visitors to see the way of agricultural life of Muslim
farmers.
MICE Activities

Learn about the way of agricultural life
of Muslim farmers in Thung Khru area
Learn how to raise goats in barns and
how to process goat’s milk
Learn how to make rolled wafer from
goat’s milk
Learn about the rare art of growing
Bang Mod orange
Join a boat tour to see the way of life
by the canal
Weave fish mobiles and hats from
the prue leaf
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 60 pax
Suitable for I
Meetings can be held at
the multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Poomjai Garden
Wat Phutthabucha
Central Plaza Rama II

252 Soi Pracha-Uthit 72, Thung Khru Subdistrict, Thung Khru District, Bangkok 10140
+668 3024 8107
กัมปงในดงปรือ
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Oeang Ewe Kee

This historic tea shop located at Si Kak Sao Chingcha intersection
was founded by a family of Hokkien Chinese whose ancestors
had also traded tea leaves. Once the family migrated to the
Kingdom of Siam, they opened the Oeang Ewe Kee tea shop
in the era of King Rama VI. Today, the third generation of the
family has introduced the brand Ong’s Tea which showcases
high-quality and rare tea leaves while offering workshops on the
art of brewing traditional Chinese tea and the intricate culture
of tea drinking.
MICE Activities

Learn about Thai
history through tea
leaves at a historic
tea shop
Learn how to brew
and enjoy rare tea
leaves

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 20 pax
Suitable for I
Meetings can be
held at the
reception area

Nearby Attractions

Wat Phra Si Rattana 		
Sasadaram
The Grand Palace
The Giant Swing
Wat Suthat
Thepwararam 		
Ratchaworahawihan
Chao Pho Sua Shrine
Wat Ratchabophit 		
Sathitmahasimaram

63 Bamrung Mueang Rd, San Chao Pho Sua Subdistrict, Phra Nakhon District, Bangkok 10200
+66 2222 1748, +669 4937 9779
Ong Tea By Bee
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Bangkok

Rung Aroon Toys Museum
Taweesap Namkajornroj has a passion
for folk toys in Thailand and has collected
thousands of toys in Thailand and the
ASEAN region. Today, he welcomes
visitors of all ages to learn about the local
wisdom, culture, science, and physics of
these toys while also offering fun
workshops to teach participants how to
make folk toys themselves as a way to
preserve and pass on local Thai wisdom.

MICE Activities

Learn about arts, culture,
science, and nature conservation
through folk toys
Learn about the types and
methods of folk toys founded
in Thailand and the ASEAN
region
Learn how to make toys
such as bird flutes and double
bars

Contact

C

MICE Checklists

Fits 50 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held at
the workshop room
Nearby Attractions

Phutthamonthon
Sireeruckhachati Nature
Learning Park
The Paseo Park

18/533 Soi Sala Thammasop 17, Sala Thammasop Subdistrict, Thawi Watthana District, Bangkok 10170
+668 1653 5267
รุ่งอรุณของเล่นพื้นบ้าน
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Sanit Handmade

At Sanit Handmade, visitors can enjoy creative activities such
as clay workshops with topics ranging from the different types
of clay, using the touch of the hand to connect with nature, to
learning how to focus while sculpting in order to create a piece
of art from imagination. Other workshops include clay coloring,
ceramic engobe, ceramic underglaze coloring, and ceramic
throwing. All finished work are fired and sent to the creators as
a unique souvenir.
MICE Activities

Learn about the different types of clay
Learn how to sculpt, a therapeutic art
that helps develop the mind and spirit
Join workshops on clay sculpting
as well as ceramic sculpting, design
and coloring
Join workshops on making clay pots
and arranging a mini garden
Organize meetings at the
Moroccan-inspired café

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 50 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held on
the lawn and in the 		
workshop room
Nearby Attractions

Krungthep Kreetha
Golf Course
Prasart Museum
Sammakorn Place
Wat Lard Bua Khao

245/7 Soi Mu Ban Sammakon, Ramkhamhaeng Road Soi 112, Saphan Sung Subdistrict,
Saphan Sung District, Bangkok 10240
+668 1818 1148
SANIT Official
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Duangtawan Baansuan
The lush green land and rice fields over an area of 17 rai in Nong
Chok area is where organic, chemical-free Hom Patum rice is
cultivated. Today, Abhisiree Charanjavanaphet, the owner of
Duangtawan Baansuan – an urbanite who grows rice and
vegetables as well as raises chickens for their eggs – has opened
up her home as an agricultural learning center focusing on rice,
from rice species, cultivation, harvest, to cooking, in order to
allow visitors to experience the way of life of farmers and
villagers from self-reliant communities.
MICE Activities

Learn about agriculture and grow
rice with real farmers
Mill rice, gather vegetables and
eggs to cook a meal
Organize meeting in a natural 		
farm setting

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 50 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held at
the house and on the lawn
Nearby Attractions

Nong Chok Public Park
Wat Nong Chok

14/2 Khlong Sip Sam Road, Nong Chok Subdistrict, Nong Chok District, Bangkok 10530
+668 6163 1780
ดวงตวัน บ้านสวน
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Kru A-ngoon Park

This green space located in Thonglor area belonged to
“Kru A-ngoon Malik” who has fought for justice for farmers. She
was also the first creator of hand puppets which she made and
gave to children. Today, the park is managed by the Mirror
Foundation and is where the public can come to make donations,
volunteers can meet, and the general public can freely hold
discussions about child welfare, society, and arts and culture.
Though Kru A-ngoon has passed away, the art of puppet-making
is still kept alive in order to bring joy to children.
MICE Activities

Learn how to make hand 		
puppets from waste and how
to put on a puppet show for 		
children
Learn about volunteer projects 		
and CSR activities
Organize meetings in a green 		
space in the heart of Thonglor 		
area
Donate items and offer
a skill-sharing platform

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held at the
U-Classroom and in the park
Nearby Attractions

Eight Thonglor
Seen Space
ARDEL's Third Place Gallery
Science Center for Education
Bangkok Mediplex

67/1 Thonglor Soi 3, Sukhumvit Road, Khlong Tan Nuea Subdistrict, Watthana District, Bangkok 10110
+668 0997 7065 สวนครูองุน่
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The Hay - Equestrian Center & Eatery
At The Hay, passion for horse riding has been developed into
a luxury restaurant business as well as a horse riding school
where lessons are offered for beginners and experienced riders.
Here, visitors can enjoy the challenge of horse riding which also
comes with the added benefit of helping riders develop an
elegant posture, strong muscles, a focused mind, as well as
develop astuteness. Over 30 horses are available, and the
venue is perfect for MICE travelers who are looking for a new
and challenging activity in Bangkok.
MICE Activities
Take horse riding lessons 		
which range from classes for 		
beginners to experienced riders
Organize meetings and parties 		
in an atmosphere of easy 		
elegance

Contact

MICE Checklists
Fits 150 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held
at the restaurant

Nearby Attractions

Wat Bang Bon
191 Horse Riding Club
Bang Bon Park

75 (Bang Bon 5), Soi Ekkachai 131, Phrom Daen Rd, Bang Bon Tai Subdistrict,
Bang Non District, Bangkok 10150
+668 1889 8732, +66 2408 3672
The Hay - Equestrian Center & Eatery
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Research & Innovation for Sustainability Center (RISC)
The Research & Innovation for Sustainability Center (RISC) was
designed and constructed as a structure that is friendly for both
the environment and residents. This venue is the first office in
Thailand to be certified by the International WELL Building
Institute (IWBI) as a space that promotes health and wellness.
Thus, the RISC is a leading work of architecture while it also
serves as an information center on product design and
construction innovation for the general public with the aim to
build a sustainable ecosystem for both society and the environment.
MICE Activities

Learn about the construction
of the building under the
concept of ‘For All Well-Being’
Learn about indoor plants
Learn about
environmentally-friendly
innovative construction
materials

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 80 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at the
Collaborative Zone
Nearby Attractions

Erawan Shrine
The Royal Bangkok Sports Club
Lumphini Park
Wat Pathum Wanaram
Pratunam Area

4th Floor, Magnolias Ratchadamri Boulevard, Ratchadamri Road, Lumpini Subdistrict,
Patumwan District, Bangkok 10330
+666 3902 9346
www.risc.in.th
RISC Well-Being
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This luxury Chao Phraya River cruise takes guests on a journey
to discover the beauty on both sides of the river. The cruise is
equipped with four staterooms decorated in contemporary Thai
style and its outdoor area offers a shared space where activities
such as yoga, classical Thai dance, and Thai cooking classes
can be organized. During the cruise, guests can enjoy the service
of a butler throughout 24 hours as well as a Michelin-star chef who
will transform every meal into a memorable experience.
MICE Activities

Enjoy royal Thai cuisine from 		
Michelin-star chefs on a cruise 		
along the Chao Phraya River
Visit temples and palaces along
the Chao Phraya River led by 		
the residential guide
Organize Thai cooking classes 		
on the boat
Enjoy a luxurious vacation in 		
one of the four staterooms with
the service of a personal butler

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 10 pax
Suitable for I
Meetings can be held on
the deck
Nearby Attractions

Riverside Plaza
Iconsiam
Asiatique The Riverfront

257/1-3 Charoen Nakhon Road, Samre Subdistrict, Thonburi District, Bangkok 10600
+66 2476 0022
www.loypelavoyages.com
Loy Pela Voyages

Bangkok

Loy River Song
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Sample Itinerary

Bangkok

Natural Bangkok (2 Days 1 Night)

Day 1

Depart for Poomjai Garden and
enjoy the natural atmosphere at
Natura Café. Exchange knowledge
about waste management with the
community and learn how the land
was transformed from a garbage
landfill into a beautiful garden (CSR
& Green Meetings).
Enjoy a healthy lunch with vegetable
from the garden.
Learn how to make bilimbi wrapped
in leaves at Poomjai Garden
(Culinary Journeys).
Depart for the hotel. Check in, enjoy
dinner and relax at the hotel.

Day 2

Enjoy breakfast at the hotel.
Depart for Gumpong Nai Dong Prue.
Learn about the way of agricultural
life of Muslim farmers in Thung Khru
area and learn how to weave hats
from the prue leaf (History & Culture).
Lunch
Depart for Rung Aroon Toys Museum
(History & Culture). Enjoy exhibits
and learn how to make simple folk
toys.
Enjoy dinner before departing back.
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Ko Koet Homestay

This agricultural community in Bang Pa-in District still adheres
to Sufficiency Economy philosophy, retaining a unique simplicity
in the eyes of outsiders. Thus, villagers here have gathered to
establish Ko Koet Community Homestay where visitors can
enjoy learning new skills through agricultural activities and local
wisdom, from making old-fashioned crispy noodles, making
boiled rice dessert, and getting to know herbs. The highlight of
the community is the riverside homestay that offers a glimpse
into the way of life on the Chao Phraya River.
MICE Activities

Learn about mixed farming in line
with Sufficiency Economy philosophy
Learn how to make boiled rice dessert
Learn about using herbs to repel bugs
Learn about using herbs as the elixir
of life
Ride a tram to join activities in the
community

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held at
the meeting room
Nearby Attractions

Wat Choeng Tha
Wat Payayat
Bang Pa-In Palace
Wat Niwet Thammaprawat
Ratchaworawihan

13/1 Moo 5, Ko Koet Subdistrict, Bang Pa-in District, Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya 13160
+669 8245 5322
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Sainoi Homestay
While the ancient city of Ayutthaya may not feature oceans or
mountains, the province offers cultural diversity such as the Sainoi
Community which is a Mon community founded since the reign
of King Naresuan. Villagers still make a living by growing rice and
other crops while organizing tourism activities such as teaching
visitors to make bricks, embroider Mon-style sashes, and make
old-fashioned crispy noodles as well as other Thai desserts passed
on since the Ayutthaya era. Visitors can experience the local way
of life which also gives locals a sense of pride in their community.
MICE Activities

Learn how to make old-fashioned bricks
Learn about Mon garments and learn
how to embroider Mon-style sashes
Learn about the art of Thai boxing
passed on since the Ayutthaya era
Make Ayutthaya-era Thai desserts
from egg yolks such as thong yip,
thong yod, and foi thong
Make old-fashioned crispy noodles
Join cultural activities to learn about
the way of life in the Mon community

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 200 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held
at the Tourist Welcome
Center
Nearby Attractions

Wat Sai Noi
Wat Kao Hong
Wat Tha Sutthawas

46 Moo 6, Sai Noi Subdistrict, Bang Ban District, Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya 13250
+669 8156 6192 ศูนย์การเรียนรู้ โฮมสเตย์ไทรน้อย
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Khlong Rang Jorakae Homestay

Khlong Rang Jorakae Homestay Community Enterprise was
founded when 5 families in the area joined together to bring
tourism to the area as a way to develop the community. With
the introduction of the boat tour route, the families were able to
persuade locals in the area to care for Khlong Rang Jorakae or
Rang Jorakae Canal which had been neglected and overgrown
with water hyacinth. Today, visitors can participate in creative
activities such as gathering water hyacinth to make fertilizers
for use in the community.
MICE Activities

Join a boat tour in Khlong Rang 		
Jorakae to gather water hyacinth
to make organic fertilizers
Join a boat tour to learn about the
history of the community, experience
their way of life, and make merit at
temples along the canal
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 30 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held at the pier
Nearby Attractions

Wat Rang Jorakae
Wat Noi Ban Plai Na

26/1 Moo 10, Ban Pho Subdistrict, Sena District, Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya 13110
+668 1251 8058
โฮมสเตย์คลองรางจระเข้ จ.พระนครศรีอยุธยา
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Ayutthaya Historical Park
Ayutthaya Historical Park was declared a UNESCO World
Heritage Site as the area has over 425 historic sites. The
Historic City of Ayutthaya has cycling routes for visitors to learn
about its history and visit key historical structures such as Wat
Phra Si Sanphet, Wat Ratchaburana, Wihan Phra Mongkhon
Bophit, and Wat Maha That, taking a trip back to the glorious
past of Thailand.
MICE Activities

Learn about history
at historic sites and 		
key temples
Have fun cycling 		
around the Historic 		
City of Ayutthaya

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be
held at the
Ayutthaya Historical
Park Information
Center

Nearby Attractions

Wat Phra Si Sanphet
Wihan Phra
Mongkhon Bophit
Wat Maha That
Wat Ratchaburana
Bueng Phraram

196 Khlong Tho Road, Pratu Chai Subdistrict, Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya District, Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya 13000
+66 3524 2286
อุทยานประวัติศาสตร์พระนครศรีอยุธยา Ayutthaya Historical Park
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Sufficiency Economy Learning Center: BAN KONG POR
BAN KONG POR was built on a piece of land owned by Amarin
Sensathien, a local of Ayutthaya province who was determined
to share the knowledge of New Theory Agriculture based on
Sufficiency Economy philosophy founded by King Rama IX. For
free of charge, visitors can see with their own eyes how the 3.5
rai of land is divided into a pond, fields, an agricultural area,
a livestock area, and a residential area. The center also offers
agricultural activities for visitors.
MICE Activities

Learn about New Theory 		
Agriculture based on Sufficiency
Economy philosophy
Learn how to make salted eggs
Learn how to weave palm leaf into
fish mobiles
Transplant rice seedlings in a 		
demonstration rice paddy
Join in various agricultural 		
activities

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held at
the meeting room
Nearby Attractions

Wat Phu Khao Thong
Wat Tha Ka Rong
Million Toy Museum
Ayutthaya Historical Park

158 Moo 2, Phu Khao Thong Subdistrict, Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya District, Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya 13000
+669 8965 7998
ศูนย์การเรียนรู้เศรษฐกิจพอเพียงบ้านของพ่อ
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Sri Charoen Shipyard
Sri Charoen Shipyard has been in operation since 1966 and is
the only shipyard in the province that still repairs wooden boats
using traditional techniques. Today, the second generation of the
family behind the shipyard has developed the venue into a living
museum where visitors can embark on boat tours along
Chao Phraya River to visit historic sites dating from the Ayutthaya
era. The shipyard has also been renovated in order to cater to
MICE activities.
MICE Activities

Learn about the trading route in
the Ayutthaya era at this historic
shipyard specializing in wooden
boats
Learn about the traditional 		
techniques for repairing boats
Enjoy a boat tour along
Chao Phraya River and learn
about the history of the river

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 50 pax
Suitable for I
Meetings can be held at
the multipurpose room
Nearby Attractions

Baan Hollanda
Wat Phanan Choeng
Worawihan
Wat Yai Chaimongkol
Ayutthaya Historical Park

42 Moo 4, Khlong Suan Phlu Subdistrict, Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya District, Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya 13000
+668 1623 4029 คานเรือศรีเจริญ
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Kanom Thai Kai Whan

Upon entering this dessert shop, visitors will be welcomed with
the sweet scent of Thai desserts as well as the smile of Praset
‘Ajarn Puek’ Janyachart, the founder of the shop who offers Thai
dessert-making courses that focus on using traditional ingredients
and techniques. Apart from passing on the art of making Thai
desserts, he also aims to preserve the art of Thai dessert
according to the Thong family in the Ayutthaya era for later
generations.
MICE Activities

Learn about the history of Thai
desserts of the Ayutthaya era
as well as other rare Thai desserts
Learn how to make traditional Thai
desserts such as thong ek, thong yip,
thong yod, and dok sano

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 50 pax
Suitable for I
Meetings can be held at
the reception area
Nearby Attractions

Wat Talan Nuea
Wat Latchit

32/1 Moo 1, Lat Chit Subdistrict, Phak Hai District, Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya 13120
+668 1398 7643
www.pukhai.com
Kanomthaikaiwhan Pukhai, Ayutthaya
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THANN Wellness Destination
Formerly known as a luxury day spa, THANN Wellness
Destination has recently introduced a luxury spa destination for
MICE travellers looking to rejuvenate their body, mind and
spirit. The resort offers services in six key areas: venue, nature,
culinary, exercise, relaxing massage, and spirit-lifting art. Guests
can select from a variety of programs to enrich their body and
mind in the midst of nature while enjoying personalized service.
MICE Activities

Select from a variety of wellness 		
activities such as exercise classes, spa
courses, yoga sessions, Tai Chi classes,
aromatherapy spas, among others
Join meditative workshops such as
weaving mobile fish and folding lotus leaf
Organize parties or private meals at the
Tea Room restaurant
Organize meetings on the lavishly
decorated Thai-style building

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 50 pax
Suitable for I
Meetings can be held at
the Tea Room restaurant
and at the Thai-style building
Nearby Attractions

Wat Krachaeng
Bangsai Country Club
Golf Course

1 Moo 5, Krachaeng Subdistrict, Bang Sai District, Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya 13190
+66 3591 0910
www.thannwellness.com
THANN Wellness Destination
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Suriyan Chandra – the restaurant on the Noi River – is the perfect
combination of antiquity and luxury. This former steam powered
rice mill has been transformed into a contemporary Thai restaurant
with the Thai-style house renovated into a welcome lounge for
visitors. The restaurant also offers an old-fashioned boat tour
along the Noi River, an important waterway which used to be
the key route for trading boats in the Ayutthaya period. Today,
the only thing that remains is the glorious history of the past and
the tranquility of the present.
MICE Activities

Learn about the history of 		
Ayutthaya through the steam 		
powered rice mill and Noi River
Take a boat tour along Noi River and
pay homage to temples along the way
Organize a meeting on the ancient
wooden boat
Organize meetings, parties, and 		
private meals in a luxurious 		
Thai-style atmosphere

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 350 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held at the
restaurant and on the lawn
Nearby Attractions

Wat Bang Pla Mo
Wat Bang Nom Kho
Wat Sikuk

38 Moo 7, Phra Khao Subdistrict, Bang Ban District, Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya 13250
+666 2852 8883 SuriyanChandra AT Ayutthaya

Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya

Suriyan Chandra

C
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Baan Thai Ayutthaya Khlong Sra Bua

Located just a few minutes from Ayutthaya Historical Park,
visitors can experience nature and a simpler way of life at Baan
Thai Ayutthaya Khlong Sra Bua, a MICE venue with a unique
identity as the house is situated besides a lotus pond and
surrounded by large trees. The elegant Thai house is decorated
with rare antiques as well as valuable artwork. Here, guests can
enjoy traditional Thai cuisine served in a lavish setting in a Chef’s
Table style where only one table is served at a time and
available exclusively through advance reservation.
MICE Activities

Organize a luxurious 		
Thai meal in a
traditional Thai house
Organize meetings, 		
parties, and events
at the area besides
the lotus pond

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 300 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be
held at the Thai-style
building and the
area besides the
lotus pond

Nearby Attractions

Wat Phra Ngam
Wat Phrayaman
Ayutthaya
Historical Park

44 Moo 5, Khlong Sa Bua Subdistrict, Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya District, Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya 13000 		
+669 4449 1635
Baan Thai Ayutthaya Khlong Sra Bua
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Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya
The Glorious Journey (2 Days 1 Night)

Day 1

Depart for Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya
and visit Ayutthaya Historical Park
(History & Culture).
Enjoy lunch by the river with river
prawn dishes.
Depart for Khlong Rang Jorakae
Community and take a boat tour to
explore both sides of the canal.
Learn about the history of the
community and gather water
hyacinth (CSR & Green Meetings).
Depart to check in at the hotel and
enjoy dinner.

Day 2

Breakfast at the hotel.
Depart for Sri Charoen Shipyard.
View ancient boats and learn about
the traditional way of assembling
boats. Join a boat tour to visit
historic sites (History & Culture).
Lunch on the boat.
Depart for Baan Thai Ayutthaya
Khlong Sra Bua. Immerse in this
private venue with Thai architecture
and learn about the history of the
local area. Visit the elegant dining
room (Lavish Luxury).
Enjoy a dinner of local dishes in
Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya before
departing for Bangkok.

Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya

Sample Itinerary
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Enjoy the
breeze, set
the sail and
reach your
goal under
the dazzling
sun.

East
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Jomkhwan Land

Enjoy listening to the background of this organic farm that has
been transformed from an empty piece of land into a green
space where chickens and pigs are raised, organic vegetables
and fruits and cultivated, and good-quality vermicompost is
made. MICE travellers can learn about agriculture, enjoy green
team building activities, gather organic eggs, catch worms,
plant trees, and tie dye using natural pigments.
MICE Activities

Learn about organic farming
Learn about vermicomposting 		
and planting trees
Gather organic eggs and tie dye
using natural pigments
Join team building activities to 		
learn about agriculture

Contact

105/3 Moo 2, Pong Subdistrict, Bang Lamung District, Chon Buri 20150
+669 2236 6684
ฟาร์มจอมพลัง

MICE Checklists

Fits 50 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at
the multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

ATV & BUGGY Adventures
Thai Wake Park Pattaya
Pattaya Sheep Farm

E
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Samaesarn Marine Science and Conservation Camp
This marine science classroom will both
educate and entertain visitors with
academic lectures, dives along the rope
that allows visitors to study the coral reef
ecosystem, learn about biological diversity,
and learn about the anatomy of marine
animals and plankton. Moreover, visitors
can participate in growing coral reef to
return abundance to the ocean.

Contact

MICE Activities

MICE Checklists

Learn how to revive
coral reef
Grow real coral reef
by transplanting
coral polyps under
the ocean
Dive to see how
coral reef is bred
underwater

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be
held at the
multipurpose room

Samaesarn Subdistrict, Sattahip District, Chon Buri 20180
+668 1663 1956
ค่ายวิทยาศาสตร์ทางทะเลและการอนุรักษ์

Nearby Attractions

Luang Pho Dam,
Wa Chong
Samaesarn
Koh Samaesarn
Percula Farm
HTMS Chakri
Naruebet
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Traditional Bamboo Handicraft Center
The wisdom of making local handicraft among locals in
Phanat Nikhom subdistrict is shared with visitors at the
Traditional Bamboo Handicraft Center where MICE travellers
can learn about the art of weaving bamboo from artisans,
especially the unique pikul pattern which is an identity of locals
in the area. Visitors can also learn how to weave fans and
bracelets as well as create their own patterns.
MICE Activities

Learn about the handicraft of Phanat
Nikhom subdistrict from artisans
Join classes to learn how to weave
bracelets and fans from bamboo
Visit the rare woven arts museum at
Phanat Nikhom subdistrict
Taste local sweets of Phanat Nikhom
such as rice flour dessert, stuffed
dough pyramid dessert, rice 		
dumplings, and miniature steamed
sticky rice with banana dessert
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 40 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held at
the multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Phanat Nikhom Market
Sam Wang Market
Wat Luang Phrommawat

36 Soi 1, Intha Asa Road, Phanat Nikhom Subdistrict, Chon Buri 20140
+668 1899 4471
www.tbhc1978.com
ศูนย์ส่งเสริมฝีมือจักสานด้วยไม้ไผ่
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Khun Veera Sriracha Pineapple Farm
Explore this pineapple farm in Sri Racha where Mr. Veera shares
his technique for growing pineapples that are a deep yellow
with a sweet flavour which has a round shape with pointy ends.
Learn how to put ‘hats’ on pineapples, taste fresh pineapples
in the fields, and process pineapples into delicious dishes such
as pineapple curry, a tasty meal that yields all the nutritional
benefits of the fruit.
MICE Activities

Learn how to grow Sri Racha 		
pineapple, including how to plant,
harvest, and put ‘hats’ on 		
pineapples
Taste fresh pineapples in the field
Process pineapples into preserved
pineapple and pineapple curry

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 20 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held
at the multipurpose
pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Khao Kheow Open Zoo
Sri Racha Tiger Zoo
Bang Phra Reservoir

1208 Bang Phra Subdistrict, Sri Racha District, Chon Buri 20110
+668 7148 9989
ไร่สับปะรดคุณวีระ ศรีราชา จ.ชลบุรี
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Nernplubwan Community-Based Tourism
Experience and learn about the way of
life of Muslims through cultural activities
such as cooking halal food in the proper
way according to the Islamic belief, tour
a goat farm and join a workshop to make
keychains from goat leather and learn
how to stencil one’s name in Arabic, and
visit the Nurunyagin Mosque during a
prayer in order to understand the identity
of the religion.

MICE Activities

Learn about the way of life and
culture of Muslims in Pattaya
Learn how goats are raised in the
Muslim community
Make keychains and bags from 		
goat leather, and soap from
goats’ milk
Try halal food such as goat curry
with roti and goats’ milk

Contact

E

MICE Checklists

Fits 50 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held at the
multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Buddhist Art Museum
Nong Prue
Pattaya Elephant Village
Ban Chang Khon Tweesilp

23/1 Moo 5, Nong Prue Subdistrict, Bang Lamung District, Chon Buri 20150
+668 6840 0276
ท่องเที่ยวเชิงวัฒนธรรม ชุมชนมุสลิมบ้านเนินพลับหวาน
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Ocean Escape Yacht Charter Pattaya

Experience a moment of luxury on a yacht sailing the seas at
Pattaya while joining in various activities such as organizing a
meeting amidst the sun and waves, relaxing with five-star treatments,
enjoying a luxury dinner made by professional chefs, and
enjoying water sports. The yacht is another alternative venue
for luxury meetings that allows for entertainment at sea.
MICE Activities

Organize a luxury meeting on
a yacht
Organize a dinner party on
a yacht with professional chefs
Organize private beachside 		
meetings
Enjoy water sports such as
jet skiing and floating pools

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 50 pax
Suitable for I
Meetings can be held on
the yacht
Nearby Attractions

Cartoon Network Amazone
Water Park
Na Jomtien Beach

Board the yacht at Ocean Marina Yacht Club, 167/5 Moo 4, Na Jomtien Subdistrict, Sattahip District, Chon Buri 20250
+668 1771 0899
www.oceanescapecharter.com
Ocean Escape Yacht Charter Pattaya Phuket เช่าเรือยอร์ช พัทยา ภูเก็ต
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ATV & BUGGY Adventures
Enjoy an exhilarating adventure on an all-terrain vehicle with the
ATV & BUGGY Adventures team! This activity is perfect for
adventurous MICE travellers who will have a chance to ride an
ATV or a buggy through pineapple and coconut plantations to
see Pattaya from an unseen viewpoint. Those who are not
comfortable driving can also have fun riding on a buggy on an
off-road trail.
MICE Activities

Go on a 26-kilometer off-road trail
Go on a 32-kilometer off-road trail
as an Ultimate Tour for those with
ATV-riding experience
Organize a personalized trip to 		
find RCs along the trail  

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 20 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held at
the multipurpose room
Nearby Attractions

Jomkhwan Land
Suanthai Pattaya

22/6 Moo 6, Pong Subdistrict, Bang Lamung District, Chon Buri 20150
+668 0560 8811
www.atvtourspattaya.com
ATV & BUGGY Adventures - Pattaya's only REAL off-road ATV tours
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Ana Anan Resort & Villas Pattaya

This modern resort on Na Jomtien beach was designed under
the concept of Stay-Style-Sustainable. Here, MICE travellers
can organize an extravagant meeting at the Over The Moon bar
that offers food and drinks from a Thai chef, enjoy the view of
the bright blue ocean, admire the beautiful sunset, and have
fun at the cocktail workshop by the pool. For relaxation, book a
signature treatment session at Dhyana Spa where guests can
enjoy a spa that uses local ingredients from Chonburi Province.
MICE Activities

Organize a meeting or a party
at the Over The Moon bar
Join a cocktail workshop by the
pool
Enjoy a sticky rice in bamboo 		
body scrub spa at Dhyana Spa
Organize a beachside dinner and
enjoy a fire-spinning show

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 50 pax
Suitable for I
Meetings can be held at the
Over The Moon bar
Nearby Attractions

Ocean Marina Yacht Club
Underwater World Pattaya
Mimosa Pattaya
Pattaya Floating Market

288 Moo 2, Soi Na Jomtien 20, Na Jomtien Subdistrict, Sattahip District, Chon Buri 20250
+66 3309 8888
www.anaanan.com
ANA ANAN Resort & Villas Pattaya
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The Gems Mining Pool Villas Pattaya
This unique resort was designed with inspiration from an African
gems mine and offers MICE travellers two meeting room in a
miner and an adventurer concept. The resort also provides a
luxurious meeting room at The Legacy Conceptual Residence
which is a five-storey building that can be held for executive
meetings and host VIP guests as the residence is equipped
with a meeting room-cum-dining room as well as a personal
chef and waiter.
MICE Activities

Organize a meeting at The
Miner or The Explorer meeting
room
Host VIP guests and small
executive meetings at The
Legacy Conceptual Residence
Organize a party at The Tram
restaurant

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 200 pax
Suitable for M I and C
Meetings can be held at the
meeting room
Nearby Attractions

Thai Wake Park Pattaya
Pipo Pony Club

888/1 Moo 1, Nong Prue Subdistrict, Bang Lamung District, Chon Buri 20150
+66 3822 2222
www.thegemspattaya.com
The Gems Mining Pool Villas Pattaya
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Takhiantia Community Based Tourism
Takhiantia is the last coconut plantation agricultural community
in the Eastern region. The Takhiantia Coconut Lover Community
Enterprise has a mission to conserve coconuts in the community
while promoting the area as a cultural learning center using
coconut as the main theme that connects between their way of
life and culinary culture. Don’t miss the Coco Coffee by Ban
Takhiantia café where visitors can try the coffee topped with
coconut milk as a highlight to attract MICE travellers to learn
about the life cycle of coconut trees.
MICE Activities

Organize a local market to welcome
MICE travellers with local products such
as tie dye fabric made with coconut shell,
coconut coffee, and organic vegetables
Explore the coconut plantation on
a bicycle
Tie dye fabric with coconut shell 		
pigment and decorate canvas bags
with natural flower designs
Make natural coconut soap and 		
coconut lip balm
Release wasps and learn about 		
cultivating coconut trees

Contact

33 Moo 3, Takhian Tia Subdistrict, Bang Lamung District, Chon Buri 20150
+669 8412 1712
ชมรมส่งเสริมการท่องเที่ยวโดยชุมชนต�ำบลตะเคียนเตี้ย

MICE Checklists

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at
the multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Khon Nong Pla Lai
Pattaya Community
Jomtien Beach
Thai Wake Park Pattaya
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Sample Itinerary

Pattaya-Chon Buri

The Beauty of Culture (3 Days 2 Nights)

Day 1

Depart from Bangkok to Phanat
Nikhom Subdistrict, Chon Buri.
Join a workshop at the Traditional
Bamboo Handicraft Center
(History & Culture). Visit the
woven crafts market and
experience the way of life in
Phanat Nikhom Subdistrict.

Day 2

Breakfast

Depart for Takhiantia Community
and learn about the ‘coconut
path’ in the Eastern region.
Taste coconut coffee (Culinary
Journeys) and cycle in the
coconut plantation.

Embark on a yacht to experience
the beauty of the Gulf of Thailand.

Enjoy lunch in the community
and taste chicken curry with
coconut, a local dish.

Check in at Ana Anan Resort &
Villas Pattaya (Lavish Luxury)
and relax with a beachside
picnic.

Depart for the hotel and relax
with a sticky rice in bamboo
body scrub spa at Dhyana Spa.

Enjoy dinner and a welcome
party.

Day 3

Breakfast

Enjoy lunch and depart for
Pattaya.

Enjoy a cocktail party at Over
The Moon bar while watching
the sunset before having dinner.

E

Enjoy lunch at the hotel.
Depart for Bangkok.
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Khao Baisi
Community-Based Tourism

This long-standing community leads a simple life in line with its
agricultural roots and has been collecting knowledge in
cultivating fruit trees since the time of their ancestors including
know how about growing durian, mangosteen, rambutan, salak,
and langsat. Villagers also plant several different types of
durian, from chanee, puang manee, ganyaw, to monthong.
Visitors can take a tour of the area, cycle to see the ancient
mangosteen tree and the hundred-year-old durian tree, and join
a cooking class with the main ingredients as fruits.
MICE Activities

Visit the orchards and taste fresh
fruits
Learn how to weave roofing
materials from salak leaves
Cycle through the orchards to visit
the ancient mangosteen tree, the
hundred-year-old durian tree and
the underground water tunnel
Learn how to cook local dishes
such as mangosteen salad and
salak curry paste
Contact

11/1 Moo 4, Khao Baisi Subdistrict, Tha Mai District, Chanthaburi 22120
+668 6834 9604, +669 8283 3102
ชุมชนรักษ์เขาบายศรี

MICE Checklists

Fits 80 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at
the multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Wat Khao Baisi
Itsaree Farm
Kung Krabaen Bay Royal
Development Study Center
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Maldives Beach Resort
This modern resort located on Chao Lao Beach is the perfect
venue for organizing parties and meetings in a relaxing beachside
atmosphere while the resort can also host formal events with two
meeting rooms. Guests can choose from different types of
accommodations from deluxe rooms to beachside villas, and the
resort offers both indoor and beachside dining options as well as
services from a professional team that can create any type of
event.
MICE Activities

Organize dinners
and parties on a
private beach
Organize a trash
collecting activity
on the beach

Contact

MICE Checklists

Nearby Attractions

Fits 30 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be
held at the meeting
room and on the
beach

Chao Lao Beach
Kung Krabaen Bay
Royal Development
Study Center
Indystone Jewelry
Sea Farming
Demonstration Unit
at Kung Krabaen

33/2 Moo 4, Laem Sadet Beach, Khlong Khut Subdistrict, Tha Mai District, Chanthaburi 22120
+66 3943 3200
www.maldiveschanthaburi.com Maldivesbeachresort
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Indystone Jewelry

Discover ancient treasures at this gemstone mine and join
activities such as digging for gemstones at the ancient mine,
sifting for gemstones and cleaning the gemstone which visitors
can take home as a souvenir. During the fruit harvest season,
visitors can taste the mangosteen and langsat at the venue
as a surprise seasonal activity.
MICE Activities

Learn the traditional way of mining
gemstones
Learn how to dig for gemstones, sift
gemstones and sort gemstones
Taste mangosteen and langsat as well
as local dishes such as chicken with
cardamom and braised pork curry
with chamuang leaves
Tie dye t-shirts with mud from the
gemstone mine
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 80 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at
the multipurpose room
Nearby Attractions

Siphaya Waterfall
Toob Mor Market

11 Siphaya Subdistrict, Tha Mai District, Chanthaburi 22120
+668 6157 6665, +668 7822 9138
บ่อพลอยเหล็กเพชร
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Rattanaburi
Chanthaburi Homestay

The most popular activity at Rattanaburi Chanthaburi Homestay
that is offered to all visitors is to float along the canal on a raft
and admire the lush mangrove forest before reaching the ocean.
MICE travellers can join CSR activities such as collecting trash
in the canal and growing mangrove trees in front of the homestay
area to create a natural barrier which also serves as a dwelling
for sea creatures.
MICE Activities

Join the wet rafting 		
activity and use a net
to collect trash
Plant mangrove trees
Observe the redbacked sea-eagle
and take a swim

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 80 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be
held at the meeting
room

Nearby Attractions

Phlio Waterfall
Chanthaburi
Horticultural
Research Center
Laem Singh Beach

16/16 Moo 10, Nong Chim Subdistrict, Laem Sing District, Chanthaburi 22130
+666 4628 2891, +669 3226 9636
www.rattanaburichanthaburi.com รัตนะบุรี จันทบุรี โฮมสเตย์
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Jakrawan Mongkol Silp Traditional Performance Group
“Theng Tuk” is a traditional performance in Chanthaburi province
similar to “Lakhorn Chatree” which uses various instruments,
from different types of drums, ching, cymbal, to krap to
accompany the show. The Jakrawan Mongkol Silp group was
founded in 1994 by Mr. Jakrawan Mongkolsuk, who had a
passion for “Lakhorn Chatree” and traditional performances.
Today, the group still performs at MICE events to carry on this
rare tradition and culture.
MICE Activities

Learn about “Theng
Tuk”, a traditional
performance in
Chanthaburi province
Try on the “Theng
Tuk” costume and
learn the traditional
dance
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 20 pax
Suitable for I
Meetings can be
held at Laem Singh
Cultural Council

Nearby Attractions

Laem Singh Beach
Khao Laem Sing
Forest Park
Khuk Khi Kai

The group can perform in any venue or at Laem Singh Cultural Council, Paknam Laem Singh
Subdistrict, Laem Singh Subdistrict, Chanthaburi 22120 (Booking required)
+668 7102 7239
จักรวาล มงคลศิลป์
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SUP Chan Group
SUP Chan Group has gathered young people who are
passionate about SUP to join in various activities. SUP is an
abbreviation for Stand Up Paddle which is a sport that uses a
paddle to move forward while the player stands on a board,
thus eliminating the need for waves. SUP Chan Group often
paddles to collect trash in the canals and in the mangrove
forest. MICE travellers can also take part in this adventurous
activity that also gives back to society.
MICE Activities

Learn about SUP
Paddle along canals 		
and the mangrove 		
forest to collect trash

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 30 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held
at the multipurpose
pavilion

Nearby Attractions

Khai Noen Wong
Wat Plup Bang
Kacha
Indystone Jewelry

Rai Tam Farm Suk, 68/3 Moo 4, Chat Anuson Road, Bang Kacha Subdistrict, Muang District, Chanthaburi 22000
+666 3786 9377, +668 6150 8383
SUPscribe Chanthaburi และ SUPStory
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Chanthaboon Mats Craft Center, Samed-Ngam
Learn about the process to a well-known
craft that originated in Chanthaburi such
as the Chanthaboon mat which is made
from sedge grown in the province-an
especially durable type of the plant-that
is dyed and woven into mats with beautiful
patterns. Visitors can also enjoy shopping
for products from handbags, shoes, to
home décor which are creatively
designed and also helps save the earth.

MICE Activities

Learn about the 		
culture in the 		
community that
focuses on weaving
Chanthaboon mats
Weave traditional 		
Chanthaboon mats
Learn how to dye 		
sedge
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 20 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be
held at the
multipurpose
pavilion

E

Nearby Attractions

Shipyard of King
Taksin the Great
Grand Canyon
Chanthaburi

Ban Samed-Ngam, Moo 11, Nong Bua Subdistrict, Muang District, Chanthaburi 22000
+668 1762 3362
ศูนย์หัตถกรรมพื้นบ้านทอเสื่อกกบ้านเสม็ดงาม - มะลิ เพชรกุล
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Chanthaburi Gems & Jewelry Center

Learn about the history of gemstones in Thailand at Chanthaburi
Gems & Jewelry Center in this province that is recognized as
the home to the largest gemstone market in the country. Explore
the live museum exhibition, enjoy gemstone cutting
demonstrations, watch a 3D video about mining activities from
past to present, join workshops on verifying genuine gemstones
and gemstone cutting with experts, and see rare and valuable
jewellery masterpieces.
MICE Activities

Learn about the history
of gemstones in 		
Chanthaburi through a
live museum exhibition
Explore gemstones 		
from Chanthaburi and
other types of precious
stones
Join workshops on 		
verifying genuine 		
gemstones and 		
gemstone cutting

Contact

MICE Checklists

Nearby Attractions

Fits 50 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be
held at the
multipurpose room

Chanthaboon
Riverside Community
Cathedral of
Immaculate
Conception
Chanthaburi

1/59 Maharat Road, Talat Subdistrict, Muang District, Chanthaburi 22000
+66 3930 3118
ศูนย์ส่งเสริมอัญมณีและเครื่องประดับจังหวัดจันทบุรี
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KP Garden

KP Garden cultivates a variety of fruit including durian,
mangosteen, rambutan, langsat, longan, salak, and banana on
an area of 50 rai using a chemical-free agricultural method.
MICE travellers can go on a walking or cycling tour of the orchard,
join a lecture on organic fruit tree farming, taste fresh fruit, and
make spicy dishes from sweet fruit as well as enjoy the delicious
food amidst a lush garden.
MICE Activities
Join a walking or cycling tour of the
orchard with a guide explaining the
details of the fruit in the orchard
Taste fresh fruit from the tree such as
rambutan, langsat, and durian
Join a workshop to make delicious
dishes from fruit such as spicy durian
somtum and mangosteen salad

Contact

MICE Checklists
Fits 50 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at
the multipurpose pavilion

Nearby Attractions

Somdej Phrachao Taksin
Maharat Shrine
Wat Khao Sukim
Chanthaboon Riverside
Community

22/3 Tha Luang Subdistrict, Makham District, Chanthaburi 22000
+668 6566 2419
สวนเคพี การ์เด้น จันทบุรี KP Garden Chanthaburi
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Kung Krabaen Bay Mangrove Study Centre
Take a walk along this mangrove
ecosystem study trail where the 1,600meter-long wooden bridge brings visitors
closer to nature while exploring
mangrove, spurred mangrove, and
mangrove apple trees. Join activities such
as building fish homes and cockle homes
at the sea farming demonstration unit
where visitors can learn about the sea
animals such as shark, giant grouper,
barramundi, and sea turtle. The unit also
houses a crab bank where MICE travellers
can release baby crabs from their eggs
into the wild.

Contact

MICE Activities

Learn about the ecosystem of the
mangrove forest and how to use
resources to its maximum value
Cultivate mangrove trees
Join in CSR activities such as 		
building fish homes and cockle
homes and releasing baby crabs
from their eggs into the wild

MICE Checklists

Fits 60 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at
the multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Chao Lao Beach
Kung Krabaen Bay 		
Royal Development 		
Study Center

31 Moo 4, Khlong Khut Subdistrict, Tha Mai District, Chanthaburi 22120
+66 3943 3216
ศูนย์ศึกษาการพัฒนาอ่าวคุ้งกระเบนอันเนื่องมาจากพระราชด�ำริ
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Baan Wan Kol (Mechanical Ring House)
Discover the amazing technique behind the mechanical rings
crafted by the Heritage Artisan of 2018 in Silver and Gold
Jewellery (Mechanical Ring) who has been making these rings
for over 30 years. This ancient wisdom has been developed
from the making of auspicious rings and are considered a piece
of artwork as the entire ring must be made by hand. Moreover,
it is extremely rare to find artisans who carry on this unique
wisdom.
MICE Activities

Learn about the 		
history and charm of 		
the mechanical rings 		
of Chanthaburi which
are made by hand using
ancient techniques
Learn how to forge 		
iron to make rings
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 15 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can
be held at the
workshop room

Nearby Attractions

Chanthaburi Gems
& Jewelry Center
Chanthaboon
Riverside
Community

1/45 Moo 9, Tha Chang Subdistrict, Muang District, Chanthaburi 22000
+668 1791 3278
บ้านแหวนกล เมืองจันท์
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Chatrium Golf Resort Soi Dao Chanthaburi
This elegant resort provides a meeting venue in a natural setting
and also offer guests a chance to play at its 18-hole golf course
that has received world-class standards. Moreover, guests
can cycle around the reservoir on the resort grounds.
Accommodations are spacious and elegantly designed while
the dining room which serves both Thai and international cuisines
offers guests a scenic view of Soi Dao Mountains.

Contact

MICE Activities

MICE Checklists

Learn the technique
to playing at an
18-hole golf course
Cycle around the
reservoir
Host a special
dinner at the
restaurant or besides
the swimming pool

Fits 40 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be
held at the meeting
room

224 Moo 2, Thap Sai Subdistrict, Pong Nam Ron District, Chanthaburi 22140
+668 9934 3008
www.chatrium.com/golfsoidaochanthaburi
Chatrium Golf Resort Soi Dao Chanthaburi

Nearby Attractions

Khlong Phra Phut
Reservoir Project
Khao Soi Dao
Wildlife Sanctuary
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Sample Itinerary

Chanthaburi

Go East! (3 Days 2 Nights)

Day 1

Day 2

Depart from Bangkok to
Chanthaburi on a VIP van.

Breakfast then check out from
the hotel.

Reach the provincial district of
Chanthaburi. Enjoy lunch at
Chantorn Pochana and taste
local dishes of Chanthaburi.

Depart for Ban Bang Sakao
Community to learn how
Chanthaboon mats are woven
(History & Culture). Visit the
blue temple at Wat Pak Nam
Khaem Nu.

Check in at a riverside hotel.
Receive a welcome set of
Chanthaburi colored stones in
a box woven from Chantaboon
mat. Join a seminar, then enjoy
a SUP activity to explore the
river in Chanthaburi (Exhilarating
Adventures).
Enjoy a dinner of local dishes.
Rest and relax.

Lunch
Check in at a hotel on Kung
Wiman Beach and relax in a
beach atmosphere (Beach
Bliss), alternatively, cycle to
Noen Nangphaya Viewpoint
and see the chedi in the water.
Enjoy a fun party and dinner

E

Day 3

Breakfast
Depart for Kung Krabaen Bay
Mangrove Study Centre and
explore the mangrove forest.
Release baby crabs from their
eggs into the wild and build fish
homes (CSR& Green Meetings).
Lunch
Depart for Bangkok.
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Explore
the great
ocean of life.
Discover
yourself, your
mind and your
beautiful soul.

South
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Proud Phuket Hotel

This hotel with an elegant yet simple design incorporates many
cultural elements in Phuket, from the traditional Phuket cuisine
in the afternoon tea set that comes with traditional snacks served
in a Peranakan lunchbox, the workshop that teaches guests
how to make souvenirs from local fabric, to the restaurants and
meeting rooms that has touches referring to the identity of Phuket.
MICE Activities

Learn about the Peranakan culture
through the afternoon tea set and
traditional Phuket snacks
Ride a wooden bus to Naiyang 		
Beach and enjoy a beach picnic
Learn how to make snacks and 		
traditional Phuket dishes
Join a workshop to learn how to
make souvenirs from local fabric
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held
at the meeting room
Nearby Attractions

Sirinat National Park
Splash Jungle Water Park

135 Soi Naiyan 2, Naiyang Beach, Sakhu Subdistrict, Thalang District, Phuket 83110
+66 7638 0499, +66 7638 0488
www.proudphuket.com Proud Phuket
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Kin Kub Ei

This restaurant that serves local cuisine was selected as one of
the Michelin Guide Bib Gourmand 2020. Here, diners can enjoy
a specially hosted meal as well as the story behind each dish
from “Ei” or “Aunt” and even join in a cooking workshop that
starts with gathering vegetables around the garden, listening
to the tips behind the tasty dishes from Ei, cooking delicious
local food, to eating the food in the backyard garden.
MICE Activities

Learn about local
Phuket cuisine
Join a cooking
workshop
Enjoy a special meal
in the backyard
garden

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 10 pax
Suitable for I
Meetings can be
held at the
backyard garden

81 Si Sunthon Road, Si Sunthon Subdistrict, Thalang District, Phuket 83110
+669 5428 7195 กินกับอี๋

Nearby Attractions

Phuket Laguna
Thao Thep Kasattri
Thao Sri Sunthon
Monument
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Elephant Jungle Sanctuary Phuket
Discover a unique learning experience at this elephant sanctuary
that has received international standards with activities to learn
about elephants in the wild in order to promote an ethical
connection between humans and elephants. Learn how to check
up elephant’s health, making food for elephants, make paper
from elephant poop, and enjoy a mud spa to take a break from
the heat with these large creatures.
MICE Activities

Learn about elephant behaviour and
features in the wild
Participate in team building activities
such as checking up elephant’s health,
making food for elephants, and
feeding elephants
Enjoy a mud spa and bathe elephants
Learn how to make paper from 		
elephant poop
Join a Thai cooking workshop
Donate food for elephants
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 50 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held
on the lawn
Nearby Attractions

Kathu Waterfall
Flying Hanuman
Phuket Fantasy
Phuket Mining Museum

2/2 Kathu Subdistrict, Kathu District, Phuket 83120
+669 4663 6592
www.elephantjunglesanctuary.com

Elephant Jungle Sanctuary phuket
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Eco Artist Pom

Enjoy activities to conserve the environment and other
volunteering activities in the “Eco Art” style such as gathering
trash on the beach to transform into artwork and other
decorative items to raise awareness about waste and the
environment. Here, visitors will also be inspired with creative
ideas that can be applied to their lifestyle in order to generate
less waste and ease global warming.
MICE Activities

Learn about the environment 		
and volunteering in the “Eco Art”
style
Divide into teams to gather trash
on the beach
Transform trash into artwork and
other decorative items

Contact

+669 5026 6100

Eco Artist Pom

MICE Checklists

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at
the multipurpose room
Nearby Attractions

Nai Han Beach
Laem Krating
Big Buddha Phuket
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Visit this world-class rum distillery and learn about the origins
of Chalong Bay Rum which has brought together traditional
methods of growing and harvesting sugarcane combined with
the expertise of the French in distilling liquor. Visitors can see
the raw ingredients, the distillation, and the bottling process as
a Rum 101 lesson, join the workshop to make colourful cocktails
pair with delicious dishes or host a private party in a natural
setting.
MICE Activities

Visit Chalong Bay
Rum Distillery
Participate in a
cocktail workshop
Enjoy cocktail creations
from professional 		
mixologists
Host a private party

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 50 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be
held at the
workshop
room

Nearby Attractions

Wat Chalong
Phuket Botanic
Garden
Thalang
Maneekram

114/2 Moo 2, Soi Palai 2, Chalong Subdistrict, Muang District, Phuket 83130
+669 3575 1119
www.chalongbayrum.com
Chalong Bay Distillery & Bar

Phuket

Chalong Bay Rum
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Pornsawan Ronggeng Dance
Experience the way of life of Orang Laut
people at Laem Tukkae and enjoy a rare
performance-the Ronggeng Dance-which
has been preserved and passed on by
the Pornsawan Ronggeng Dance group
led by Mae Jew Pramonggit, a National
Artist. Visitors can learn the dance from
group members and organize a
performance at MICE events to showcase
this traditional culture in order to preserve
the dance for later generations.

Contact

MICE Activities

Learn the Ronggeng
Dance with the
Pornsawan
Ronggeng Dance
group
Learn about the way
of life of Orang Laut
people

MICE Checklists

Fits 30 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be
held at the
multipurpose
pavilion

Nearby Attractions

Koh Sire Beach
Phuket Boxing
Stadium

27 Moo 4, Ratsada Subdistrict, Muang District, Phuket 83000
+668 1537 1928, +669 5123 0037
รองเง็งแม่จิ้ว คณะพรสวรรค์ แหลมตุ๊กแก เกาะสิเหร่ ภูเก็ต
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Amatara Wellness Resort

This luxury wellness resort welcomes MICE travellers who are
in need of relaxation and physical wellbeing with a holistic
approach with various treatments from physiotherapy, detox,
slimming treatments, spa, fitness, yoga, Pilates, Thai boxing,
and water aerobics. The resort also focuses on nutrition in order
to bring back balance to the body, mind and spirit with a
natural approach.
MICE Activities

Enjoy a personalized wellness
program
Exercise by joining classes such as
yoga, boxing, and Pilates
Revive the mind with meditation
Enjoy spas and a detox program
Organize parties with healthy dishes

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 50 pax
Suitable for I
Meetings can be held at
the meeting room
Nearby Attractions

Phuket Aquarium
Kao Khad Views Tower
Yon Beach

84 Moo 8, Sakdidej Road, Vichit Subdistrict, Muang District, Phuket 83000
+66 7631 8888
www.amataraphuket.com
Amatara Wellness Resort
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Blue Tree Phuket
This waterpark and entertainment destination is situated on an
area of 140 rai with the highlight as the Blue Tree Lagoon, a
bright blue lagoon surrounded by an artificial beach. Activities
on offer include flyboarding, zip lining, a giant slider, a splash
zone, rock climbing, a fit trail, as well as water sports, a gym,
shops, restaurant, and a large beach club that can host meetings
and parties in a beach atmosphere.
MICE Activities

Enjoy various 		
challenging activities
Enjoy adventurous 		
land- and
water-based sports
Organize a green 		
meeting in an 		
environmentallyfriendly waterpark
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 200 pax
Suitable for M
and I
Meetings can be
held at the beach
club and at the
restaurant

Nearby Attractions

Thalang National
Museum
Bang Rong
Community-Based
Tourism
Peranakan Phuket
Museum
Khao Phra Thaeo
National Park

4/2 Srisoonthorn Road, Cherngtalay Subdistrict, Thalang District, Phuket 83110
+66 7660 2435
www.bluetree.fun
Blue Tree Phuket
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Mai Khao Marine Turtle Foundation
Mai Khao Marine Turtle Foundation was
founded by JW Marriott Phuket Resort
and Spa with the objective to raise funds
to save leatherback sea turtles, educate
the general public about the plight of
leatherback sea turtles which are becoming
extinct, and nurture injured sea turtles as
well as those handicapped at birth. The
foundation also houses a Turtle Shelter
and Education Center where visitors can
see and touch sea turtles.

MICE Activities

Learn how to care for baby turtles
and handicapped turtles as well as
build turtle homes
Release sea turtles into the wild
Collect trash on Mai Khao Beach
Organize meetings on the beach

Contact

S

MICE Checklists

Fits 50 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be held at
the multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Sarasin Bridge
Mai Khao Beach
Kamala Beach

231 Moo 3, Mai Khao Subdistrict, Thalang District, Phuket 83110
+66 7633 8000, +66 7633 8040
www.maikhaomarineturtlefoundation.org
Mai Khao Marine Turtle Foundation
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Sri Panwa

This lavish vacation home-style hotel is located on Laem Panwa
in the southern area of Phuket Island and features pool villas
amidst the trees. Guests can relax at Baba Poolclub which has
an area of over 5,000 square meters, while MICE travellers can
enjoy facilities such as meeting rooms, an on-site cooking school,
a bar, a swimming pool, and a game room. The hotel also prides
itself on excellent food and cocktail combined with a 360degrees view of the Andaman Sea.
MICE Activities

Organize meetings
and lavish parties at 		
Baba Poolclub
Join food and 		
beverages workshops

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for I
Meetings can be
held at Baba
Poolclub

88 Moo 8, Sakdidej Road, Vichit Subdistrict, Muang District, Phuket 83000
+66 7637 1000
www.sripanwa.com
Sri panwa

Nearby Attractions

Laem Panwa
Old Phuket Town
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Catamaran by Andaman
Passion

Enjoy taking a cruise on a luxury catamaran in the Andaman
Sea with Andaman Passion, a professional team of charter boat
service providers. Organize an exclusive party or a VIP meeting
on the boat, indulge in delicious food and beverages, and have
fun with water sports facilities or snorkel to see the beautiful
coral reef.
MICE Activities

Take a cruise on a 		
luxury catamaran in 		
the Andaman Sea
Organize a private 		
party on a catamaran
Organize meetings
in the lounge on a 		
luxury catamaran
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 150 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be
held on the
catamaran

Nearby Attractions

Koh Hey
Koh Mai Thon

59/75 Moo 4 Phuketvillakathu, Phraphuketkeaw Road, Kathu District, Phuket 83120
+66 7639 0577
www.andamanpassion.com
Andaman Passion
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Sample Itinerary

Phuket

The Great Explorer (3 Days 2 Nights)

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Depart from Bangkok to Phuket.

Breakfast

Breakfast

Depart for Proud Phuket Hotel
on a wooden bus and join a
meeting.

Depart for Chalong Bay Rum
and join a tour of the rum
distillery. Learn how to mix a
cocktail (Culinary Journeys).

Depart for Naiyang Beach and
collect trash on the beach.

Lunch
Learn how to make red tortoise
cake and enjoy a Peranakanstyle afternoon tea (Culinary
Journeys).
Enjoy dinner. Rest and relax.

Lunch
Depart for the catamaran cruise
to discover the beauty of the
sea of Phuket. Watch the sunset
on the cruise from Promthep
Cape (Lavish Luxury). Enjoy the
Ronggeng performance from
Pornsawan Ronggeng Dance
Group (History & Culture).
Enjoy dinner at Kin Kub Ei
restaurant (Culinary Journeys).

Enjoy lunch at Proud Phuket
Hotel.
Join a workshop on transforming
waste into art with Eco Artist
Pom (CSR & Green Meetings).
Depart for the airport to head
back to Bangkok.
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Khlong Noi
Community Enterprise

Experience the various activities of locals at Khlong Noi
community which is closely tied to nature, from taking a boat
tour along the canal to visit fruit orchards, witnessing how locals
train monkeys according to traditional wisdom, learning how to
fish like locals, using a fishhook to catch shrimp, conserving
archer fish, and cooking Thai dishes from ingredients found in
the community with local chefs.
MICE Activities

Take a boat tour along the canal to
visit fruit orchards
Learn how santol is processed and
taste different types of santol
Visit the Monkey Training
Demonstration Center for Agriculture
Join workshops to cook local food and
Thai desserts
Make products from coconut shells
and young nipa leaves

Contact

9 Moo 3, Khlong Noi Subdistrict, Muang District, Surat Thani 84000
+669 9191 2511
ชุมชนท่องเที่ยวต�ำบลคลองน้อย

MICE Checklists

Fits 50 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at
the multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Bang Bai Mai
Floating Market
Phra That Sri Surat
Viewpoint at Sri
Surat Bridge
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Leeled Community-Based Tourism
Learn about the relationship between humans and mangrove
forests at Leeled Community, take a boat tour to explore the
ecosystem of the mangrove forest and its canals, learn about the
life cycle of fireflies, participate in local activities such as fishing,
catching crabs, and planting mangrove trees, build homes for fish
larvae, and join cooking classes to make local dishes such as
coconut curry paste with shrimp and rice with tamarind curry paste
which demonstrate the abundance of food in the community.
MICE Activities

Take a boat tour to explore the 		
ecosystem of the mangrove 		
forest, plant mangrove trees and
collect trash
Organize team building activities
such as making fish homes and
weaving
Learn how to cook local dishes
Learn how to weave

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 50 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at
the multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Mangrove Forest at
Ban Huay Sap
Koh Lamphu
San Chao Market
Ban Don Floating Market

50 Moo 1 Leeled Subdistrict, Phunphin District, Surat Thani 84130
+668 0499 0742
www.takemetour.com/local-community/community
ท่องเที่ยวโดยชุมชนลีเล็ด CBT Leeled
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Surat Thani is a province with turmeric
that has the highest concentration of
curcuminoid in the world, thus, Tha
Chang Hospital has conducted research
on producing medicine and herbal
products as well as introduce Thai
traditional treatments in combination with
modern medicine. Other activities on
offer for MICE travellers include making
herbal balls, liniment, Patchouli water,
and products from turmeric.

MICE Activities

Learn the process of manufacturing
herbal medicine and cosmetic 		
products
Receive a health check-up using
both Thai and Chinese medicine
Learn about the uses of medical
marijuana
Join a workshop to make herbal
balls, liniment, and Patchouli water

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 30 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at
the multipurpose room
Nearby Attractions

Tha Chang Hot Spring
Phum Riang Silk 		
Factory

324 Moo 1, Tha Chang Subdistrict, Tha Chang District, Surat Thani 84150
+66 7726 0100, +66 7738 9111
การแพทย์แผนไทยและแผนจีน รพ.ท่าฉาง

Surat Thani

Thai Traditional Medicine Center, Tha Chang Hospital

S
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Kanamnoi Hoiyai

Kanam are oyster huts in the middle of the sea, and the seas of
Tha Thong Mai Subdistrict, Kanchanadit District, Surat Thani,
are known as the best places to farm oysters in Thailand. One
of those huts is the Kanamnoi Hoiyai, an oyster farm and a
restaurant that welcomes only one group per meal. Here, diners
can enjoy unlimited oysters and other seafood while experiencing
the local fishermen lifestyle at the estuary up close.
MICE Activities

Take a boat tour to 		
learn about the 		
fishermen’s way of life
Learn how to farm 		
oysters and cockles
Enjoy a seafood meal
on the oyster hut in 		
the sea

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 30 pax
Suitable for I
Meetings can be
held at the kanam

73 Moo 3, Tha Thong Mai Subdistrict, Kanchanadit District, Surat Thani 84290
+668 9645 5333 ขน�ำน้อยหอยใหญ่

Nearby Attractions

Wat Tham Khuha
Kra Dae Chae
Monkey Training
Center
Phet Phanomwat
Waterfall
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Khaotheppitak Eco Tourism
The beautiful heart-shaped mountain is the key highlight here
at Khaotheppitak community. Visitors can experience the way
of life of durian farmers who grow the famous khlong saeng
durian, learn about organic farming, and join adventurous
activities such as hiking, rafting, bamboo rafting, and make
sticky rice in bamboo with fish curry paste using traditional
methods.
MICE Activities

Make merit at Wat Khao Phang and
take a photograph on the bridge
overlooking the heart-shaped mountain
Experience the way of life of durian
farmers, taste various fruit and 		
khlong saeng durian
Learn how to make local dishes from
organic vegetables
Make a spinning top, which is a local
folk toy
Enjoy a shadow puppet show by children
Enjoy hiking, rafting, and bamboo rafting
Learn how to make containers from
natural materials
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 50 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held
at the multipurpose
pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Ratchaprapha Dam
Than Sawan Waterfall
Khao Sok National Park

1 Khao Phang Subdistrict, Ban Ta Khun District, Surat Thani 84230
+668 4843 7924 วิสาหกิจชุมชนท่องเที่ยวเชิงอนุรักษ์บ้านเขาเทพพิทักษ์
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Koh Phaluai

Koh Phaluai is Thailand's prototype clean-energy island as the
island has relied entirely on alternative energy since 2011 with
electricity-generating wind turbines. Meanwhile, there are no
energy generators on the island so there is no pollution. Thus,
the island has become a clean-energy prototype and also
houses a clean energy learning center. Visitors can immerse
themselves in nature, enjoy the beautiful beaches and watch
oriental pied hornbills in their natural habitat.
MICE Activities

Learn about clean energy, 		
electricity-generating wind turbines,
solar cells, and biomass stove
Participate in CSR activities with the
community such as collecting trash
and planting mangrove trees
Hike, explore caves, and seek out
the large flock of hornbills on the
island
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 30 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at the
multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Koh Mat Sum
Mu Koh Angthong National
Marine Park

35/1 Moo 6, Ban Koh Phaluai, Ang Thong Subdistrict, Koh Samui District, Surat Thani 84140
+669 9091 3749, +669 7135 1722
เกาะพะลวย กรีนไอส์แลนด์
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Surat Thani Elephant House
Learn about the lifestyle of humans and
elephants that are deeply intertwined and
learn about the method of raising elephants
according to the local elephant doctor at
Surat Thani Elephant House. This home for
humans and elephants alike offers various
activities for visitors, from archery on
elephant back to increase focus and
accuracy, bathing elephants, feeding
elephants, to cooking local dishes such as
Sawiat-style pad thai noodles and sticky
rice pyramid dessert in a natural
atmosphere surrounded by elephants.

MICE Activities

Learn about the relationship
between humans and elephants
Learn about the local elephant
doctor’s method of using herbs
to treat elephants
Organize an archery competition
on elephant back
Bathe and feed elephants
Join a workshop to cook local
dishes
Contact

132 Moo 2, Sawiat Subdistrict, Tha Chang District, Surat Thani 84150
+669 9459 8482
Surat Thani Elephant House

S

MICE Checklists

Fits 30 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at the
multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Suan Mok Phalaram
Pak Dan Hot Spring
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Tai Dam Wisdom Learning Center
Don Mali Community is the first Tai Dam
community in Surat Thani province. Founded
in 1954, its villagers still live in harmony and
vow to conserve the Tai Dam tradition, thus
establishing the Tai Dam Wisdom Learning
Center to pass on their cultural identity from
garments, language, to cuisine. MICE
travellers can join various workshops to
learn about the Tai Dam culture and
way of life all in one place.

Contact

MICE Activities

Learn about the Tai Dam wisdom
Enjoy a Tai Dam performance from
a youth group
Try on Tai Dam garments including
the local watermelon-pattern fabric
Join workshops to cook Tai Dam 		
and southern dishes
Organize a local market to support
community products
Take a boat tour to visit the 		
community along Ta Pi River

MICE Checklists

Fits 50 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at
Ban Tai Dam
Nearby Attractions

Nam Rad Forest Headwaters
Tha Sathon Hot Spring

Wat Don Mali, Moo 7, Tha Kham Subdistrict, Phunphin District, Surat Thani 84130
+668 7386 2488
ตลาดภูมิปัญญา
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Sala Artit

This salak orchard with an area of over 100 rai belongs to
Mr. Artit Matitham and is a well-known orchard that grows different
varieties of southern salak from noen wong, sumali, to orlor. The
salak yields fruit every day, thus visitors can participate in learning
activities year-round with activities including orchard management,
using natural remedies, growing bago trees for shade, and
processing salak into delicious sweet and savoury dishes.
MICE Activities

Learn about land and
soil management
Learn about salak 		
processing from 		
beginning to end
Organize team 		
building activities in 		
the salak orchard
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 50 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be
held at the
multipurpose
pavilion

Nearby Attractions

Tham Phra
Tham Osot
Lan Pha Peung
Dat Fa Waterfall

430 Moo1, Na San Ban Song Road, Khlong Prap Subdistrict, Ban Na San District, Surat Thani 84120
+668 1968 3602
สวนสละอาทิตย์
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Chaiya Salted Egg Community Enterprise
Explore the story of Chaiya salted egg which has been awarded
the Thai Geographical Indication (GI) for Chaiya District. The
salted egg is made with free range duck egg with its creamy and
crumbly egg yolk, soft egg whites, and a tasty smell. Visitors can
taste the salted eggs at Chaiya Salted Egg Community Enterprise
and learn how to gather eggs, prepare ingredients to process the
eggs, and wrap the eggs in the charcoal. Other activities include
making various sweet and savoury dishes from salted eggs.
MICE Activities

Learn the story behind Chaiya 		
salted egg
Organize activities in teams from
gathering eggs, putting ducks 		
into pens, and wrapping eggs in
the charcoal
Join workshops to make sweet 		
and savoury dishes from Chaiya
salted eggs

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 30 pax
Suitable for M
Meetings can be held at the
multipurpose pavilion
Nearby Attractions

Wat Phra Borommathat
Chaiya
Koh Set

71 Moo 5, Lamet Subdistrict, Chaiya District, Surat Thani 84110
+668 1787 6490, +66 7722 8471 ไข่เค็มไชยา อสม. ผลิตภัณฑ์จากธรรมชาติแท้ 100% มาตรฐาน อย.และฮาลาล
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Chaweng Regent Beach Resort

This contemporary Thai-style resort is located on Chaweng
Beach which is known for its delicate white sand and peaceful
atmosphere. MICE travellers can organize meetings and parties
in a beach atmosphere complete with international cuisines,
modern equipment, and excellent services. Guests at the resort
also enjoy comfortable accommodations with choices from
suites, pool villas, and luxurious royal suites, which can make
events become a memorable occasion.
MICE Activities

Organize meeting and
parties on Chaweng 		
Beach
Organize activities 		
such as kayaking, water
polo, beach football, 		
and beachside yoga
Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 100 pax
Suitable for M and I
Meetings can be
held on the beach

Nearby Attractions

Koh Tean
Na Muang Waterfall
The Nature Samui
Honey Rose Herb
Garden & Art

155/4 Chaweng-Choeng Mon Road, Bophut Subdistrict, Koh Samui District, Surat Thani 84320,
+66 7730 0500
www.chawengregent.com
Chaweng Regent Beach Resort
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Silavadee Pool Spa Resort

Silavadee Pool Spa Resort is located on a cliff with a private
beach. All its rooms are equipped with an infinity pool, while its
design uses exclusively teak wood while the roof is made from
cedar and bamboo to add a touch of luxury and to blend in with
its natural surroundings. Activities on offer include sea turtle
conservation, supporting local products, and exploring the
organic vegetable garden.
MICE Activities

Organize meetings and
parties on a private 		
beach
Join workshops to cook
with ingredients from
the vegetable garden
Organize activities to
promote wellbeing 		
such as yoga, Pilates,
and Thai boxing
Collect trash on the 		
beach

Contact

MICE Checklists

Fits 40 pax
Suitable for I
Meetings can
be held on the
beach and at
the restaurant

208/66 Moo 4, Maret Subdistrict, Koh Samui District, Surat Thani 84310
+66 7796 0555
www.silavadeeresort.com
Silavadee Pool Spa Resort

Nearby Attractions

Coconut Museum,
Koh Samui
Hin Lad Waterfall
Community
Wat Phra Yai
Ko Fan
Bophut Walking
Street
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Sample Itinerary

Surat Thani

Back to Life and Nature (3 Days 2 Nights)

Day 1

Day 2

Depart from Bangkok to Surat
Thani by airplane.

Join a morning yoga session.
Freshen up and enjoy breakfast.

Depart for Koh Phaluai, discover
the abundant nature and learn
how the island became Thailand's
prototype clean-energy island
(CSR & Green Meetings).

Rest at the hotel and relax at
the spa.

Enjoy fresh seafood for lunch.

Depart for Coconut Museum to
learn how coconut oil is made
and cook food from coconut
(Culinary Journeys). Depart for
Koh Mat Sum - an island near
Koh Samui - to immerse in the
natural surroundings.

Join a fun activity to search for
clams (Team Building). Then,
freshen up and change at a
homestay on Koh Phaluai.
Depart for Koh Samui. Check
in at Silavadee Pool Spa Resort
and join a cocktail reception.

Enjoy lunch at a restaurant on
Koh Samui.

Return to the hotel and join a
themed dinner at Sun Deck
(Lavish Luxury) where the
winning team from the team
building activity is announced.

S

Day 3

Breakfast
Relax amidst the beach
atmosphere of Silavadee Pool
Spa Resort before departing on
a speedboat back to Surat
Thani.
Enjoy lunch at a restaurant in
Surat Thani.
Depart for Tai Dam Wisdom
Learning Center and join a
cultural workshop with Tai Dam
people (History & Culture).
Depart for Bangkok.
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